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OCCULT1Si.v1 IN FICTION 
Fiction plays an unique part in the 

life of the social chaos we call civil- -
iiation. In other eras poetry exerted 
the greatest influence ; and again 
there were days when the essay was 
used to right wrongs and to initiate 
reforms. To-day not only does the 
story entertain, or is used, indirectly 
and sparingly, to point to social ills ; 
it also informs and educates millions 
of readers, who will learn only 
through entertainment. 

It is natural that psychical science, 
the occult arts and Occultism have 
also been used as bases for novels. 
The two articles which follow these 
remarks discuss some of the issues in
volved in the writing of occult novels 
and stories. The firnt is by Bernard 
Bromage, Expansion Lecturer for 
the University of London on Occult 
Literature ; the very dut!ies assigned 
to him at the university show recog
nition of the growing public interest 
in the occult. The second contribu
tion is a ~ort note by Claude 

Houghton, himself a pion~er whose 
art is breaking old psychic soil 
with a new technique. He re
fers to the failure of some 
writers to do full justice to the 
important items of psychic science 
they handle. There is truth in what 
he writes, but we must not overlook 
the factor of the neglect of actual 
knowledge which they could press into 
their service. Many go to modern 
psychology, some to psycho-analysis, 
a few to psychical research. But 
most authors do not look for knowl
edge to the Eastern Wisdom and the 
Esoteric Philosophy ; they are prej
udiced against both. Whatever influ
ence or instruction of Pure Occultism 
they have imbibed has been indirect 
and unconscious. 

The range of occult fiction is large 
--from true insight to jumbled cere
bration. One thing, however, which 
all stories about the abnormal and the 
invisible do is to strengthen the vague 
belief that the invisible is not all 
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maya ; and which make Hamlet's 
apt crnrds hackneyed, so often 
they are quoted--" There are more 
things, etc." 

There are stories which are fanciful 
speculations without any basis of 
knowledge, and which mislead, but 
fortunately only a few. 

There are stories not founded on 
facts lmL on theories and hypotheses 
of science, etc., which make them 
good pot-boilers but poor aids tu 
knowledge. 

Then there are quite a number of 
stories rooted in pseudo-occultism--
stories about astral wanderings, etc., 
which are more or les,; innocuous and 
some aboui topics which are positive
ly dangerous, e.g., loYe-making with 
invisible brides and bridegrooms, 
seeking of invisible -:out-mates, and 
so on. Their danger is enhanced by 
the fact that most readers do not 
su~pect the pre~ence of hidden 
c\'il. Again, numerous stories 
built round the idea of Reincar
nation and Karma mislead be
cause of the incorrect concepts from 
"·hich they are created ; they make 
out that th? lower personality incar
nates-- Cleopatra now living as Mrs. 
Jones or :"-iapoleon as Mr. Smith. The 
grand philosophy of Karma becomh 
disfigured into cruel punishment mys
teriuu-:Jy meted out to wrong-doers ; 
or into a process of attraction of past 
affinitie,-, ; and so on. Lack of real 
knowledge produces grotesque results. 

On the other hand there are Storie:; 
created by artists with intuitive per
ception, of which Stevenson's Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde is a notable ex
ample. Thi,;, by the way, is not 
merely a story of dual personality as 
Mr. Bromage suggests ; it deals with 

an occult phenomenon known as " the 
dweller on the threshold " of which 
there is more than one species. Better 
still are the novels written by students 
and devotees of the science of Occult
ism. Such was Bulwer-Lytton who 
wrote Zanoni, The Coming Race and 
A Strange Story. 

The master-occultist of the nine 
teenth century, H.P. Blavatsky, used 
the story in popularizing some of the 
profound truths of Occultism. To 
quote but one. example : in " Karmic 
Visions" she dealt with the woblem 
of time-space to which Mr. Bernard 
Bromage refers, and gave a de~crip
tion of the real Ego sitting as a spec
tator of the life of the hero of the 
story. She did story-writing ctn~l 
story-publishing deliberately though 

- sparingly ; she defined her purpo-:e 
and objective as far back as March, 
1880, In The Theosophist : 

That witty and epigrammatic journal, 
the Bombay Review, has favoured us 
with several friendly notices, fur which 
it merits, and will kindly accept, our 
brnt thanks. But one remark upon our 
February number must not pass without 
rejoinder. It says " THE THEO:-OPHIST 
ghost-stories we have noted once and for 
ever they make very uncanny reading ... 
They do, if taken only in one sense ; 
and the less one has of ghost-stories in 
general judging from that point of view, 
the better. If they were only meant to 
feed the morbid fancies of sentimental 
novel-readers, their room might well be 
thought better than their company. But, 
since they appear in a magazine pro
fessedly devoted to a serious enquiry in
to questions of science and religion, it 
is not unreasonable to presume that the 
editors have• a definite purpose to show 
their connection with one or both of these 
departments of reseirch. Such, at any 
rate, is the fact. Before we have done 
with our readen;, it will be made very 
clear that every story of ghost, goblin, 
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and bhuta, admitted into our columns, 
has the value of an iJlustration of some 
one phase of that misconceived but most 
important science, Psychology. Our 
friend of the Bombay Review is hasty 
in jumping at the conclusion that he has 
had his ·1ast say about our Phantom 
Dogs, Ensouled Violins, and stalking 
shades of the departed. 

One of the finest examples of fiction 
turned to good use is provided by the 
anonymous author of the Dream o_f 
Ravan in which are superbly woven 
lessons-in occult arts and Occultism, 
in psychology and philosophy, in 
Hindu mythology and Indian his
tory. 

Such stories as Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
• Hyde, Dream of Ravan, and "Kar

mic Visions" and others by H.P. Bla
vatsky contain immortal truths of Oc
cultism ; but a very large number 
from the pens of those who are not 
students of Occultism reflect the psy..a::.:. 
chic moods of modern society. Ther~' 
is confused thinking, vague premoni 
tion, playing with spooks and theori 
ing galore. For earnest thinkers a 
painstaking penmen the field of the 
Occult is open, but they need to equip 
themselves with accurate knowledge 
of both the principles and the details 
of psychic science. 

OCCULT FICTION AND PSYCHIC VALUES 
One of the most remarkable 

symptoms of the growing intellectual 
curiosity of our day is the preponder
ance on the market of fictional works 
dealing with phenomena which have 
been for the most part relegated, in 
past years, to the consideration of 
antiquarians and mystics. 

The social psychologist will see in 
the apparently insatiable passion of 
the contemIXJrary reader for tales of 

. ghosts and marvels a deep uncon
scious stirring of those impulses and 
curiosities which a false ideology and 
a quack civilisation have largely 
succeeded in submerging. 

In this atmosghere spiritual impli
cations, in the wide sense, are seen to 
raise their head, albeit in the stran
gest form ; 8.nd, amidst the war:ring 

contests of mathematicians and 
physicists, the world of psychic 
values is coming slowly but surely 
into its own. 

It has taken a long time for the 
writers of Europe to realise how the 
realms of occult and normal experi
ence interpenetrate. By far the 
majority of the authors of " strange" 
fiction, before the commencement of 
the nineteenth century, illustrate, in 
their attitude to the supernormal, the 
same dichotomy which is observable 
in the conventional theological 
structure of these days. 

The unseen is regarded, not as the 
logical extension and amplification of 
ordinary waking life, but as a mere 
reIXJsitory of the bizarre and the in
calculable. In this context. satirists 
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o[ the type of Jane Austen have done 
signal sen·ice to the cause of genuine 
occult fiction by showing how the 
i:,s;ue is ohscured by the existence of 
no\·els such as those of Mrs. Radcliffe 
in which "properties·· anrl " machin
ery " usurp the function of a true 

~

realisation o[ life's owrtones. Nor
hangei' Abbey is ,·aluable, not only 
s a piquant ,;.atire on a fashionable 
!)petite for the shocking and the in-

1 credible, but as a reminder that a 
capacity for loading one's canvas 
\vith creaking dooi"s and gloomy land
scapes is no sufficient recompense for 
a lack of the ,·ital fire of occult 
knowledge. 

With more recent times there has; 
been observable a most interesting 
rapprochement between scientists, 
psychologists -and the major writers of 
occult fiction. Keeping their ears to 
the ground, authors whose main con
cern has been to supply their public 
with thrills for jaded tastes, have 
realised how enormously their work 
would he enhanced if its theories 
could be supported by the latest find
ings of the scientists and psJTholo
gists of their day. 

Occasionally, the fiction-writer 
forestalls the psychologist and, in
deed, provides the latter with an 
example to illustrate the trend of his 
argument. Into this category falls 
the Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde ol 
Robert Louis Stevemon which is, in 
effect, a literary study in dual per
sonality or, as the latest terminology 
has it, "schizophrenia". 

It is not, of course, true to say that 
this abnormality of constitution had 
not been noted in the work of pre
vious enquirers into the human 

problem ; but one can give all credit 
to Steyenson for popularising in the 
form of a novel a psychological phe
nomenon which had formerly been 
nottd only in the more recondite kind 
of text-book. It i~. perhaps. worth 
mer.tioning that Stevenson became so 
engrossed in hi3 ~ubject that he 
iini:-hed the book in the space of six 
days, writing, as he tellc; us, in a kind 
of possession. 

Modern research has shown that 
the tran:;ference of personality is a 
\'ery real thing. Not only do we con
tain within ourselves the JX)tentiality 
of several trammutations of the self ; 
but there is evident in human rela
tionships certain possibilities of in
fluence through contact. which 
provide a rich field of reference for 
the occult novelist. 

The dominance of one mind over 
another has become an accepted fact 
in the annals of psychic research. I\'ot 
so generally recognised are those 
cases in which one personality ab
~orbs another to such an extent that 
the second takes on the wry blood 
and bones and integument of the 
dominating partner. • 

Mr. de la Mare has made very good 
use of this theme in his suggestive 
story, The Return, which recounts 
how a man of melancholy and intro
spective temperament is possessed by 
the spirit of a suicide whose tomb 
he has contemplated in a quiet 
country churchyard. "We are more 
than our mere personalities," says a 
character in this book. In other 
words, the• essential difference be
tween human being." is much more a 
matter of the direction of the will 
than of any variation in appearance 
and idiosyncrasy. • 
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The interaction of forces is a tru
ism of intelligent observation. We 
influence inevitably, to some degree, 
every one and everything with which 
we come in contact ; and we, in our 
turn, are similarly influenced. Some 
thinkers have held that the power in
herent in things and persons generally 
regarded as evil is of a greater 
potency than the usual modes of 
virtue. \Vhether this be true or no, 
some very effective tales have been 
written on the ;;upposition that the 
powers of darkness are more efficient 
in their workings than the denizens 
of light.* In this context, one may 
refer to Henry James's magnificently 
haunting Turn of the Screw, where 
the souls of two children are success
fully corrupted by the intrigues of 
two unhappy and frustrated spirits 
of the pa::.t. Again, in more recent 
times, Margaret Irwin, in her short 
story, The Book; has shown how a 
single pernicious volume so weaves 
its baleful spell over everything and 
every one ,vith which it comes in con
tact that it ends by plunging a whole 
household into irremediable chaos 
and disaster. 

One of the most difficult problems 
to decide in the investigation of 
psychic phenomena is how far the 
psychological states which make 
possible their realisation are of ob
jective or subjective origin. It is 
obvious that, if we can prove that a 
ghost or an obsession is a mere fig
ment of a disordered imagination, its 
value as the symbol of an unseen 

• 

world falls under very grave suspi
cion. Or, to put the matter more 
simply, we have shifted our surmise 
back to a more material point of van
tage when we take the point of view 
1hat the beginnings of occult mani
festation lie in the variable reflexes 
of the physical organism. 

Baudelaire has drawn attention to 
the curious conditions of exaltation 
consequent on the taking of certain 
drugs. I le did little to develop this 
observation, and it was left to the 
Irish novelist Sheridan Le Fanu, one 
of the most successful of all the writ
ers of occult stories, to follow up the 
implications of the theory that spir
itual disintegration is largely a con
comitant of a disordered physical 
system. 

In his story, "Green Tea", per
haps the finest from the In a Glass 
Darkly collection, Le Fanu achieved 
the difficult feat of combining the 
creation of a most potent atmosphere 
of the sinister and the uncanny with 
a consistently worked out theory of 
those chemical changes in the blood 
with which psychic visitations are ap
parently most intimately connected. 

The tale tells of a certain Mr. Jen
nings, whose health is continually 
breaking down m a mysterious 
fashion. It transpires that he is ad
dicted to strong potions of the bever
age known as Green Tea. Concurrent
ly with his weakness for this drug 
there appears to his disordered vision 
a figure bearing a strong resemblance 
to a monkey with glowing eyes. This 

• The powers of darkness are not more efficient than the powers of light, but thr 
latter are not readUy recognized because of the pCCT11iar egotism by which man likes 
to credit him5elf for his noble achievements while he blames the " devil " for his errorn 
and sins! Then, the modem man has an attraction for the dark side of Nature due 
to the fact that•" vice and wickedness'', as H. P. B1,watsky points out, "are an abnormal, 
unnatural manifestation, at this period of our human evolution."-Eos. 
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creature, elemental or demon, pursues 
him in all his daily occupations. At 
last, unable to shake off this fearful 
companion, the man kills himself in 
a frenzy of despair. 

Throughout the story it is suggest
ed that the apparition is consequent 
on the drinking of the tea. Without 
allowing himself any undue dogmat
ism, Le Fanu has performed a most 
useful service to the cause both of 
occult fiction and of medical research 
hy ::::howing, in the first case, how 
the writer of this kind is most con
vincing when he ha,:; recourse to wri
fiable fact ; and, in the second, by 
opening up to the psychiatrist the 
possibility of an infinity of expe_ri
ment on the parallelism between mind 
and body. 

" When I speak of medical science, I 
do so, as I hope some day to see it more 
generally understood, in a much more com
prehensive sense than its generally material 
treatment \\'ould warrant. I believe that 
thl' entire natural world i~ but the ultimate 
exprc5Sion of that spiritual world from 
which, and in which alone, it has its life." 

In quotations such as this and in 
his famous dissertation on the 
" Cardinal Functions of the Brain " 
Le Fanu has paved the way for a very 
prom1smg rapprochement between 
fiction and fact. 

Perhaps the most interesting in
tellectual revolution of our time has 
been that achieved by the new* theo
ries with regard to the nature of the 
space-time relationship. No longer, 
says the modern -mathematician, 
should ,\·e !'peak of time and space as 
separate entities, but as a "continu
um" of an indivisible nature. 

There are several admirable· ex
amples in modern occult fiction of 
works which buttress up, with the 
instinctive knowledge of the artist, 
theories held by orthodox scientisb 
to be provable. Most people nowa
days have heard of that remarkable 
book, An Adventure,. in which two 
English ladies of the most respect
able antecedents, when wandering in 
the gardens of Versailles, were trans
ported back to the period of the out
break of the French Revolution. This 
record bears the stamp of complete 
credibility and possesses all the 
charm of the most romantic fiction. 

Not only this account of an actual 
experience, but also W. H. Dunne\·, 
fascinating disquisition on the time
sense beam full witness to a meta
physical probability which is receiv
ing ever more attention from serious 
minds. Turning to fiction proper, we 
find the inventive intelligence of 
John Buchan busying itself, in 
several of his novels, particularly 
The Power House and Three Hos
tages, with that development of clair
voyance \Yhich posits a complete free
dom from the cramping limitations of 
time. Margaret In.vin, in her Still 
She Wished for Company, has also 
furthered contemporary interest in 
this theme by writing a romance in 
which the characters react on each 
other across intersecting time-planes. 

The question of a ne\v type of 
humanity, freed from many of its 
pre~ent imperfections and redeemed 
from much of its present frustration, 
is raised wtth great brilliance in the 
pages • of the nQvels of Claude 

"Not quite. See Dr. Ivor B, Hart's series of articles on "Modem Science and 
The Secret Doctrine" in THE ARYAN PATH, Vo!. IV, especially on "Time," ( April, 1933) 
and "Psychological Considerations" (May, 1933)-EDS. 
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Houghton." Here is a writer who has 
done much to advance the cause of 
the grmvth of a more amplified psy
chology by stressing the part played 
. by a new kind of spiritual detach
ment in untying the knots of repres
sion. The conception of a completely 
integrated personality, in which both 
body and mind receive their fullest 
due is another of Mr. Houghton's 
gifts to modern thought. 

It is commonly agreed that the 
chic( obstacle to man's progress on 
this planet is the bogey of fear. Here, 
too, the writer of occult fiction has 
Provided imaginative instances of 
this devastating obsession. 

One may instance as a prime 
masterpiece in this genre that most 
subtle study of H. G. Wells, The 
Red Room. In thiS story a man is 
immured in a house of ill psychic re
]Jute in order to test the existence 
of an alleged ghost. He finds 
that the room is indeed haunted, but 
not by any ,e;host~only by the much 
more insidious and deadly hobgoblin 
of Fear. " In the dusk it creeps 
along the corridor and follows you 
so that you dare not turn." 

In his recent "thriller", The 

Croquet Player, Mr. Wells has reaf
firmed this motif in his picture of 
a countryside ridden by the symbol 
of its own primitive and mindless 
past. 

If one were asked to state, in a 
single phrase, the chief value of oc
cult fiction to V{estern psychology one 
would have to say, its efficacy in 
heightening the sense of sympathy. 
it is becoming more imperative every 
day for the sensitive soul to find for 
itself a safe retreat where it can ob
tain some relief from the grim reality 
of mere material existence. Like 
Peter Ibbetson, it may be helped by 
the possibility of access to a world 
of more enduring values than the 
present, in which its desires may be 
resolved and appeased. 

The reading of occult fiction may 
well perform a most valuable func
tion of healing in the stress of mod• 
ern life. Even at its most banal levels 
it is concerned with the extension and 
elucidation of the more remote lay
ers of consciousness. At its best, it 
brings into focus those aspects of 
faith and ritual which have given 
dignity and stability to the quest
ing spirit of man. 

BERNARD BROMAGE 

• See TYE ARYAN PATH for August 1933-•" A NoYelist with a Message" by C,eof
frey West.-EDS. 
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" Art 1s based on emotional 
understanding- -on the feeling of the 
Cnlmown which lies behind the 
vbible and the tangible---and on 
creative power, the power, that is, to 
reconstruct in visible or audible forms 
the arti~f:-, sensations, feelings, 
vi-:ion:-., and moods, and, especially, 
a certain fugiti\·e feeling--which is 
in fact the feeling of the harmonious 
intercommunication and oneness of 
cunylhing, and the feeling of the 
• soul • ol things and phenomena. 
Like :-cience and philosophy, art iei 

a definite u·ay of knowledge. .But 
an art which does not reveal 
mysteries, which does not lead to 
the sphere of the l'.nknown, which 
c\ocs not lTYeal new knowledge, is 
a parody of art." 

The above is a quotation from 
Ouspensky·s A Net1' Model of the 
Universe, and it will be seen that in 
his opinion all g:reat art b occult in 
tlw tkoad and deep sense of the 
word. In fact, it is its occult charac
ter "·hich make,; it great art. And 
it ~elms tu me, that unless Ouiipen
sky's contention is conceded. art is 
no more than an e\'asion --a subtle 
d1ug. an escapade m unreality-a 
psychic cosmetic. 

'.\'ow, the defect o( much fiction 
that J'i manifestly "occult", in the 
technical sense of the term, is that 
it tenrt~ to be a treatise. The work 
of many novelists who parade "oc
cultism " frequently has this defect. 
The novel usually starts all right 
but, Ycry soon. a strange or sinister 
figure appears and instantly the 
reader is tram,lated to an occult 

realm, and becomes involved in 
events as fantastic as those of any 
dream. And although work of this 
kind is undoubtedly valuabll' on its 
level, its defect is that, by transfer
ring the " occult " to the realm of the 
fantastic, the reader naturally as
sumes the ., occult" to be something: 
wholly removed from everyday 
actuality. (I think it was Dowden 
who pointed out how much the 
romantic love of Romeo and Juliet 
~ained by being set in the bustling 
world of actuality. Lacking this 
familiar background, the hero and 
heroine might seem somewhat oper
atic.) 

In the broad and deep sense of the 
word, The Brothers Karamazov is 
an occult nowl--one of the greatest. 
But the fact remains that, for those 
who have not E'yes to see, it can hr 
read as first-rate melodrama. (It has 
that in common with Macbeth. 
which is an occult play if ever there 
were one.) On the surface, Dostoev
;,;ky's now! is concerned with a mur
der. Old Karamazov and his son, 
Dmitri, are in love with the same 
woman. The old m;rn is murdered 
and, superficially, the interest of the 
book lies m establishing the 
identity of the murderer. On the 
surface, therefore as in Macbeth-
the author is giving us a good 
"blood-and-thunder" melodrnma. 
The occult a:>pects of the novel are 
implied----they are not flung at you 
like so many brickbats. 

But it is necess;ry to go only_ a 
little way below the surface to dis
cover that the timeles:r world inter-
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penetrates actuality m this amazing 
book. Old Karamazov is real 
enough, and loathsome enough, as a 
man, but it is soon realised that he 
also symbolizes dark primitive 
energy, which knows neither good 
nor evil, but which "casts forth its 
brood without memory or thought". 
But he is whole, as a beast is whole, 
whereas two of his sons, Ivan and 
Dmitri, are divided. They have eaten 
of the tree of the knowledge of Good 
and Evil. They are divided beings, 
and, significantly enough, they hate 
their father-though for very dif
ferent reasons. Dmitri is the Body 
-isolated. Ivan is Mind--isolated. 
And Alyosha, the third son, is a 
prophecy of the future man. For 
Alyosha is whole, though he is born, 
not only of the " beast " but of the 
agony of those frenzied foes, his 
brothers-Mind and Body. 

A remarkable analysis of The 
Brothers Karamazov is given in Mr. 
Middleton Murry's Dostoevsky, but 
enough has been stated to show that 
this novel is really concerned with 
principalities and powers. Neverthe
les:-. as I ha\'e said. it can be read 
purely as melodrama-and so can 
most of Shakespeare's greatest trag
edies. 

After all, there is a reason why 
certain books are read and re-read. 
And the reason must be that, hidden 
beneath their surface, is layer after 
layer of illuminated experience. That 
is why great books seem different 
each time we read them. At each 
re-reading we bring more to them
and so \Ve find more in them. A 
great book i:::, like one of those 
Chine& boxes which contains an
other box, and it in its turn an
other and so on and so on. A great 
novel resembles a parable, which 
should be first and foremost a good 
story, and, under that attractive 
exterior, should contain a mine of oc
cult knowledge. 

And it is often by reason of its 
interior wealth that a deep book is 
slow in winning recognition. Speng
ler defines " a popular work " as one 
"which gives itself, with all its 
secrets, to the first comer at the 
first glance-that incorporates its 
meaning in its exterior and surface ". 
In a popular book, the surface is 
everything : in a great book, it soon 
loses every shred of significance. 
Every great book is occult in the 
broad and deep sense of the term. It 
contain» mysteries---which he who 
dives will discover. 

CLAUDE HOUGHTON 

Literature-once wrote a critic-is the confession of social life, reflecting 
all its sirn, and a!! its acts of baseness as of heroism. In this sense a book is of a 
far greater importance than any man. Books do not represent one man, but they 
are the mirror of a host of men. Hence the great English poet-philosopher said of 
books, that he knew that they were as hard to kill and as prolific as the teeth of 
the fabulous dragon ; sow them hither and thither and armed warriors will grow 
out of them. To kill a g~d bcok, is equal to killing a man. 

It is finally those who amidst the present wholesale dominion of the worship 
of matter, material> interests and SELFJSHNESS, will have bravely fought for human 
rights and man's divine nature, who will become, if they only win, the teachers of 
the masses in the coming century and so their benefactors. 

• H.P. BLAVATSKY (The Theosophical Movempnt, August 1934) 



A PHILOSOPHY OF REL[GlON 

1--THE SOURCES OF ~NO'vVLEDGE AND 
RELIGIOL'S APPREHENSION 

[l\lr. Alban G. W'idgcry, at present Professor of Philosophy at the Duke Urn
versity ( L. S. A. J was iorn1criy Professor of Philosophy and Comparative Religion 
at Baroda, India, and later was Stanton Lecturer in the Philosophy of Religion in 
the University of Cambridgt', I k delivered the Upton Lectures in Oxford last 
1\"ovembcr ; special arrangements made with him enable the publication of 1.hc six 
kctures in condensed form as six articles, the first of which we give below. 

The series considers certain religious principles from an unscctarian point of 
view; the discourses were penned to suit the requirements of the Lpton Lectures 
Foundatiou ; but their background is more universal than Christian. 

In this first lecture the source of religion, and therefore of religicns. is not 
clearly mdicated, A philosophical exposition of H.evdation is offered, but the exam
ination is not wfftcicntly deep and the interested reader will do well to turn to ;in 
article which deals with the subjcct-" Types of Indian Thought"' by the well
known Hindtt philosoph('r, Professor 11. lliriyanna, in our issue of September 1934; 
our own views will be found in the editorial preceding it.-Eos.J 

Briefly, philosophizing may be 
described as an intellectual effort to 
arri\'e at a comprehensive and basic 
expression of exp::0·ience or reality. 
It strives to indicate the ultimate'., 
incapable of explanation by reference 
to somethiTlg oti1er than themselves 
or of dcsc,iption in terms not includ
ing tho,:e which directly signify them. 
Tlnts the main task of a philosophy 
of religion is to seek to express the 
ultimate implications of religion. It 
would even at thi,; stage be legitimate 
to a:,,k : \Yhat b religion ? But the 
whole inw:,,tigation of a philosophy 
of religion is necessary adequately 
to ai1>wcr that que::,tion. At the out
-;ct it must suffice to regard as reli
gion what is found to be generally 
called such in the history of man
kind, especially in the great living 
religions. 

It has been frequently said that 
philosophy is a search for truth. A 
philo~ophy of religion in raising the 

que-;tions of the source and natm e 
of religious knowledge is concerned 
,yith the philosuphical task of en
quiry into truth in religion. 

In its search for truths philosophy 
may be expected to discriminate them 
from errors. Some philosophers 
have endeavoured to maintain that 
error:, are nothing but the absence 
of truths. To challenge thi;; view of 
error, one illustration to the contra
ry must suffice. The two following 
.,;tatemenb are equally positive : 
" The Prophet Muhammed ,,·as born 
in Arabia"; "The Prophet .:Vluham
med was born in England ". If one of 
these is a truth, the other is an error ; 
and that error is not the mere ab
sence of a truth but a positive asser
tion. 

It require~ no argument or illustra
tion to defend the atatement that of 
some propositions we are unable to 
say whether they are truths or errors. 
'With regard to some of these there 
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appears to be more evidence for their 
being truths rather than errors, and 
vice versa. These may be called prob
abilities and improbabilities. Of 
others it may be said that either 
there is no real evidence at all for 
or against them viewed in themselves, 
or that there is no preponderance of 
evidence one way or the other. 
These may nevertheless be accepted 
as speculations. In the formulation 
of a general view, a philosophy may 
not only include truths but also ad
mit probabilities and make use of 
speculations. 

It is not infrequently contended 
that the discrimination between 
truths and errors is to be made by rea
son, that it is through reason that 
man comes to truths. Such a state
ment cannot itself be judged until it 
is clear what is meant by reason. Rea
son is a fundion of the human 
mind, one of the chief characteristics 
of which is the grasping of relations. 
Allied with this, though different 
from it, is its capacity to form con
cepts. It is present In what we call 
reasoning, passing from premises 
to conclusion in inference ; and it is 
present in the understanding or 
comprehension of premises and 
conclusions. Reason, so conceived, 
can by itself neither lead to truths 
nor be an adequate basis for the as
sertion that this or that proposition 
is a truth or an error. Even of contra
dictory propo,;itions all that reason 
could pronounce would be that both 
cannot be true : it would not by it
self be able to determi,ie which of 
them is true or which an error. Rea
son, as a function of the mind, 
does not operate in vacuo. To arrive 
at truths sdlnething in addition is 

needed ; and to test whether propo
sitions are truths or errors something 
more than reason is involved. The 
proposition : "There is a red cloth 
on the table " depends not merely 
on rea::;on grasping the relations in
volved, but also on forms of sense 
perception by which the colour arid 
other qualities of the cloth and of the 
table are known. To arrive at truths, 
to discriminate truths from errors, 
reason ae> a function of the mind 
operates with reference to somewhat 
other than itself, and this other is 
apprehended by capacities of man 
different from reason. 

The important question is whethtr 
every truth is dependent on reason 
and on sense perception, or whether 
there are other forms of apprehen
sion by which some truths are attain
ed. The possibility of a philosophy 
of reHgion seems to me to depend on 
an affirmative answer to the latter 
part of this question. The mind not 
only reasons, but also apprehends 
itself as so doing, and such apprehen
sion is not a form of sense percep
tion, Again, a man's awareness of 
himself as sad, for example, cannot 
be shown to be a form of sense 
apprehension. It may be urged that 
in apprehending the red cloth, the 
mind is aware of something not itself, 
but when it apprehends itself as rea
soning: or as sad it is simply appre
hending itself. Nevertheless, even 
that indicates that the mind has some 
capacities of apprehension other than 
through the physical senses. If those, 
why not others? The possibility must 
be admitted. The question remains : 
Are there such? I contend that there 
are : forms \Vhich may be described 
as moral, as .esthetic, and as religi-
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ous apprehension, and that to arrive 
at truths in ethics, ~sthetics, and in 
philosophy of religion, these forms 
of apprehension respectively are 
involved ; and that the discrimina
tion of lhe truth or error of propo
sitions in these directions implicates 
these specific forms of apprehen
sion. The moral may be taken as an 
example. :\ man may apprehend 
himself as a liar. But he may also 
condemJJ himself a~ such, and this 
becau"e with his moral apprehension 
lw is awa,·e o! the moral worth of 
veracity. The implicated propm,i
tion; "Veracity is morally good" 
is not based on his apprehension of 
himself. Carried into detail in this 
direction, philosophy for a proper 
account of morality would have to 
include recognition of moral ulti
mates known through a specific 
capacity of the mind that may be 
called moral apprehension. 

Thus truths implicate not merely 
forms of apprehension and the func
tion of reason but also some 
"object" or "objects ",--even ,vhen 
that "object" is the mind or a state 
or function of the mind. The red 
cloth as apprehended is other than 
the sense function of apprehending. 
If reason forms a concept of red, that 
concept as a mental content, cannot 
be said to copy the red as perceived, 
that is, it cannot itself be described 
as red. Nevertheless it has a signi
ficant reference to it. All truths have 
some kind of objective reference be
yond the apprehension they involve, 
the concepts which may be implied, 
and the words in which they may 
be expressed. A truth is possible of 
attainment not merely because of the 
functioning of a subject but also be-

cause of the presentation of an 
" object". 

I am going to describe this 
presentation of an "object " as its 
" revelation" of itself. The mind 
seeks to know an object and can do 
so because of its own capacities and 
because the object reveals itself to 
the mind. The term revelation may 
in this seme be applied in all realms 
of knowledge. And it is by so con
sidering it that we may pass ewer to 
a mode of treatment of a character
istic claim in many religions that the 
source of religious knowledge is 
revelation. The philosopher to-day 
is hardly called on to discuss the idea 
that a particular set of ,vritings, as 
for example, the lx>oks of the Chris
tian Bible, or the Quran, are as books 
a revelation. But he cannot \Yell pass 
by the contention that within these 
and other writings what is called 
revelation is embodied. The Vedas 
have been said to contain a rev
elation of religious truth;;. By some 
Zoroastrianism has been described as 
based on revelation. Gautarna is not 
recorded as having become "en
lightened " simply by a process 
of rational reflection, but by con
templation in which he attained to 
insight. In Sikhism, the historical 
gurus seem to have been regarded as 
though voicing the " true Guru " 
or God. However diversely expressed 
in these higher religions, this claim 
to some knowledge coming to man 
in a specific manner in religion is in 
accord with the implication of wide
spread praetices of earlier times. 

Religious knowle<Jge is therefore 
,:,]milar to all other knowledge in be
ing dependent upon forms of appre
hension and the functio•n of reason, 
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and upon an " object " or " objects " 
with which the mind comes into re
lation. But the traditional use, speci
fically limiting the term revelation to 
religion, implies some difference from 
other knowledge. That difference con
sists, not in something peculiarly 
mysterious or miraculous, but in the 
specific forms of apprehension and in 
the nature of the "object" or 
"objects" involved. For however 
diverse the views as to the manner of 
revelations in different religions, it 
has always been implied that the ob
jective basis of the knowledge obtain
ed has been something other than 
physical nature or human selves as 
finitely aware of themselves. 

The source of religious knowledge 
is thus declared to be the human 
mind apprehending what is revealed 
to it. The nature of religious knowl
edge can only be discovered in that 
knowledge itself, and that consti
tutes the main content of the articles 
that follow in this series. That 
knowledge refers to the mind as it 
is concerned in religion ; to the 
"object" or "objects" with which 
the mind is in relation in religion ; 
and to the character of that relation 
itself. 

In the examination of the religi
ons from these points of view, it must 
be remembered that the truths involv
ed may not necessarily have been 
accurately expressed in the tradi
tional doctrines. A philosophy of re
ligion is not compelled to regard as 

adequately or properly represent
ing a religion, the forms of doctrine, 
the types of metaphysics, that have 
acquired traditional authority among 
its adherents. Some of those doc
trines are past forms of philosophy 
of religion that need to be abandoned 
in view of religious advance and 
increasing accuracy of theoretical 
expression. A religion is not neces
sarily misrepresented, it may be more 
correctly represented, if the theoreti
cal expressions of the past are 
rejected. A religion should not be 
confused ll'ilh the theories that have 
grown up in association with it. 

A philosophy of religion, there
fore, ,;tarts out from the religions as 
actually found in history. For it, 
religion is something" given", not to 
be " proved " by reference to some
thing other than itself. It has to 
make clear the ultimates implicated 
in religion, and it has to seek 
appropriate forms of expression in 
words for truths, probabilities and 
speculations. It will try to discrimi
nate between those doctrines in the 
religions which can be accepted and 
those which must be rejected as er
rors, as improbabilities, or unneces
sary speculations. As a philosophy of 
nature must be developed with refer
ence to nature as actually perceived ; 
a philosophy of history with regard 
to history as actually experienced ; 
so a philosophy of religion must be 
formulated with relation to religion 
as actually lived. 

ALBAN G. WIDGERY 



THE INFLUENCE OF ENGLISH 
LITERATURE ON ;V!ODERN INDIA 

IS. Srikantaya, B.A., B.L., is the Editor of the QuartcTly Jounl(ll of lhr 
Mytluc Society and a well"known Pduc:nionis1 of the prugressive Myson· State.-
Eos.j 

Macaulay never rendered a greater 
service to India than when he ushered 
in the era of English education in 
India. 

In a short article it is not possible 
to deal with the subject in detail ; nor 
do I propose to compare the influence 
of Sanskrit, Arabic or Persian with 
that of English. Persian and Sanskrit 
suffered undoubtedly as a result of the 
predominance of the English language 
in India but their cultures have blend
ed fully with the life and thought of 
lndia. Hence we may not repent the 
lack of sufficient emphasis on the 
study of those literatures. The indi
genous languages of India have deriv
ed their sustenance from them ani 
have been enriched in every way pos
sible from the classical literatures 
of India. 

Our religious system, our modes of 
thought and life were largtly derived 
from Aryan teachings. Life in an
cient Hindu India was ba~ed on 
Manava Dharma Saslra. In process 
of time, diasent grew towards the 
ancient religious systems whose tenets 
ceased to be accepted with unques
tioned authority. Commentaries and 
glos~s as well as the interpretation of 
jurists silently brought about a revo
lution in the system of law as admin
btered in the country. Vignaneswara, 
Jeemuthavahana, Neelkhanta and 
others adapted lhe Hindu law to meet 
the changing social and political con-

ditions of the day in the several parts 
of India. Such a changEc was further 
augmented by the prnetration of 
Muhammadan influence and the 
spread of the democratic tenets of 
Islam. The Delhi Sultanate had ex
tended its hegemony over a great 
part of the Indian Peninsula and in
troduced Per:-ian and ,\rabic amongst 
the court languages of the country 
and for study. The Hindu secial 
system ,vas left alone without distur
bance to all outward appearance, but 
political upheavals necessitated a re
orientation of Hindu thought and 
life. 

The advent of the Engli:-.h. amongst 
other European nations, brought 
something more than the influence of 
a mere nation of shopkeepers. The 
marked toleration which the Hindu 
showed towards other religions was 
extended to the message of Jesus. 
With the study of English in schools 
and colleges, as a preparation for the 
earning of livelihood, developed ac
quaintance with the beauties of Eng
lish literature and fascination with 
the political and philosophical ideas 
met with in the writings of the great 
thinkers of the \Vest. People began to 
study the great masters of English 
literature and the Bible to imbibe the 
spirit in them. Newspapers and 
magazines, publish~d and circulated in 
the country, spread knowledge of the 
outside world in all i,arts of India. 
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The Indian thereby received a stimu
lus to inquire into the social systems 
of his own country, the conditions o1 
its political life and its religious back
ground. A few people at any rate fed 
on the strong meat of English liberty 
and drank deep of the wine of British 
freedom. One early result was to look 
upon everything Indian with a pre
judice ; but fortunately that feeling 
did not last very long. A few of t'.ie 
customs imbedded in the Indian sys
tem were considered inhuman and 
brutal. Agitation started for reform 
of what were regarded as abuses in 
Hindu society with what results all 
of us know-from the abolition of 
Sati to that of Untouchability now in 
progress. Religious reformers have 
appeared from time to time with in
creasing rapidity, giving form and 
shape to the floating ideas of the 
people. The Brahma Samaj, the Arya 
Samaj and the mission of Sri Rama
krishna are said to be three amongst 
the great benefits derived from the 
influence of English literature on our 
lhought and life. Chaitanya, Rama
nanda and Kabir are not the last 
amongst the Seers and the lives of our 
great men confirm the saying of the 
Bhagavad Gita that the lord arises 
amongst men from time to time, when 
sin increases, to purify mankind and 
install virtue. The Theosophical 
Mcvement may ,veil be compared to 
the advent of English culture with 
one difference. Madame H. P. Bla
vatsky not only drew India's atten
tion to the beauties and glories of 
Occidental culture but "''rote vigo
rously of the subl.imer beautie~ and 
greater glories of our own ancient cul
ture. The Thp:>sophical influence of 
1879-1885 went a long way in chang-

ing the mind of the new graduates 
who till then praised everything for
eign and ran down everything Indian. 

The multiplication of universities 
has taken the gems of English litera
ture to many an Indian home and 
there is hardly an educated or cul
tured Indian who is not familiar with 
the great masters of English litera
ture, and who does not devote the 
bulk of his time to reading books 
published in the English language, 
may be to the unfortunate detriment 
of a study of his own Indian lan
guages. The cultivation of the English 
tongue brought the world nearer to 
us. Free mingling of people belong
ing to different communities, neces
sitated by the stress of modern life 
and interdining in schools and col
leges, tiffin rooms and railway trains, 
have removed individual angularities 
and a spirit of camaraderie is now so 
common that it is needless to speak 
of the condition of things even a 
decade ago. More important than all 
is the study of English literature for 
its own sake. We find a great 
nationalist leader like Mr. Satyamurti 
appealing to us to study and appre
ciate the beauties of Shakespeare. 
For my part I have to own that a 
great part of my time whether in the 
court room, in the office, in the study 
or at home is occupied with English 
literature ; and I dare say most of us 
will agree that that is a state of thing:-; 
over which we need not go cold, as 
Venkataram Sastriar put it in his 
recent convocation address at Mysore. 

I have reserved to the last the con
nection of English literature with the 
development of Indian life of the 
present day. The jurists of interna
tional fame and the leaders of the 
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political and philosophical thought of 
the world are familiar to us through 
the medium of English. Whether it 
is politics or religion or economics 0r 

the physical sciences or the several 
religious and philosophical systems 
of the world or the needs and require
ments of daily life, we are dependent 
on the study of English literature. 

Demosthenes and Cicero and 
Marcus Aurelius, Seneca and Spinoza, 
Dante and Milton, Kant and Montes
quieu, Rousseau and Tolstoy, Ben
tham and Spencer, and Burke and 
Mill have become household words to 
us under the influence of English 
literature and have worked into the 
marrO\v of our bones. 

Lord Morley no doubt stated that, 
so far as he could foresee, he could 
not dream of a time when the Britisn 
Parliament would transplant British 
institutions of a democratic character 
to Indian soil. We were any way 
advised to go to Bohemia for a model 
after which to fashion our political 
institutions, but, as Montagu ob
served, political ideas spread like 
sparks across a street and we Indians 
have imbibed our democratic ideas 
and our notions of political refonn 
from England, although in our study 
of these institutions we are not un
mindful of the political institutions 
and their working in other parts of 
the world. Our political institutions 
are a graft from the British model 
and our fourth estate has developed 
likewise. Such improvements as we 
seek to embody in our political sys
tem are those known and recognised 
to be in favour with the British de
mocracy. The proverbial horse-sense 
of the Britisher and his practical 
&igacity in ordering his own af-

fairs are nowhere more appreciated 
than in India and to-day the 
Indian Parliaments are ransacking 
British Parliamentary practice:, 
whenever they are in doubt or in a 
difficulty. No greater compliment 
could be paid to the success of British 
Parliamentary institutions or the 
British administration of their own 
country than these attempls of 
our Congress leaders to adapt the Bri
tish system to Indian conditions. 
Readers of the works of Jawaharlal 
Nehru will appreciate his thorough 
mastery of the English tongue and his 
great familiarity with the working of 
British political institutions, no less 
than his dislike of totalitarian states. 
I am not forgetful of the effort~ of the 
socialist party to improve the 
happiness of the working-classes 
but it must be remembered that 
this is only another leaf taken from 
the British tree and the socialist 
movement in India should not he 
mixed up entirely with the commu
nist organizations of the Soviet. The 
Premier of Madras is no less a lover 
of law and order than were his pre• 
decessors who were the representatives 
of an alien bureaucracy. That shows 
that the Indian mass mind is instinc
tively for law and order, for peace and 
progress and, with the assured co
operation and the sympathy of British 
public opinion, a great day for India 
has already dawned. 

Our girls and boys are no longer 
married very young. Under the cir
cumstances of modern existence in a 
fleeting, machine-made world, the 
Hindu joint-family system has crum
bled. British jurisprudence is in 
vogue in all parts of the country. 
Justice between the rich and poor, 
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the commoner and the upper-class 
man, the influential and the nonentity 
alike, without the distinction of caste. 
creed, race or colour, is administered 
by courts according to British tradi
tions and a system of law adapted 
from the British codes, no doubt in 
consonance with the true spirit oi 
Hindu law, subject to modern chang
es. The Indian Penal Code is one of 
the most remarkable pieces of legisla
tion introduced into India. Many an 
equitable doctrine of English law has 
been imported into our country and 
accepted as part of the law of the 
land. For eloquence, oratory or sim
plicity of diction and style, for foren
sic eloquence or the flights of thought 
in philosophical speculation or in 
embarking on a voyage of discovery 
into the hidden mysteries of this 
mysterious universe by scientific 
research, many an Indian stands 
shoulder to shoulder with the best 
specimens in England itself or ebe
when~. Sinha, Ra:sbehari Chuft•. 
Surei1dranath Banerji, Aurnbi11do, 
Brajendranath Seal, Romesh Dutt. 
Bepin Chandra Pal, Srinivasa Sastry, 
Mahatma Gandhi, Tagon• :mcl 
Radhakrishnan, to mention Dnly a 
few names, have enriched EngJi:.,h 
liler:1ture itself. Bose, Ray, Raman 
and others have made rontrihutio11~ 
to scienct:. Sri Ramakrishna, Kt-shuli 
Chandra Sen, Vivekananda, Ham 
Mohan Hoy and Dayananda Saras~ 
wati have added to the ,mm of human 
knowledge. With the~ shining exam
ples bt'fore us, and a )){>Wt>rful press. 
who could say that th~ study r,f 

English literature will not continue 
unabated in India or that that litera
ture does not exercise a wholesome 
and prcdominatin~ influence on 
modern Indian thought and life? 

In commerce and industry, in the 
methods of investigation, in the study 
of Indian history, archa.:-ology, archi
tecture and rt:ligiou. a~ well as in our 
study of the flora and fauna of the 
country and its weather conditions
in fact in almost everything we do--
the scientific, the analytical and the 
historical method we pursue is large
ly the result of the benefits we have 
derived from our study of English 
literature. The Radio and the Talkie, 
Cricket and Tennis, and the daily 
press have found a place in our af
fections no less than is claimed for 
them elsewhere in the British Empire. 

The true spirit of God, a catholicity 
of spirit, tolerance amongst men and 
a readiness to see and appreciate 
others' points of view, ahimsa in 
thought, word and deed, are a few 
gems ,if thf' precious heritage left to 
us from time immemorial and 
Mahatma Gandhi has shmvn by the 
great examplt' of ltis lifr· that these 
will not suffrr hut improvt" in contact 
with English litf'raturf'. Creativr 
U11ity, Citanjali, SaJhana, Essays 011 
the (;ila, are a~ much En~lish litera
ture as any work written by an Eng
lishman :rnd Sarojini NtiiJu'~ poetry 
equals some of the best in English 
literature. The influence of Engli:sh 
literature on our thought and life has 
comf'-to stay and i<: c·verlasting. 

S. SRIKANTAYA 



KISM.ET ! 

I Cecil Palmer served the cause of culture as a publisher for many years. 
Smee his retirement he has written extensively for the English press : William Heine
mann have just published his Truth Abo.ul Writing. 

In this short article he barely touches upon the vitally practical problem of 
Fate and Free Will. The only satisfactory explanation of this much discussed qu1:s
tion is in the Hindu-Buddhist doctnne of Karma : Kanna docs not mean fate or 
fixed destiny ; nor doe1; it mean that man is always and ever free to execute as he 
wills whatever he determines to do. Karma is action which carries within it its 
legitimate reaction and which reaction in its tum becomes the cause for new action. 
Every cause produces ib effect, which becomes a cause in the processes of time. 
To exemplify : a man is free to eat what he pleases ; he is bound, nut free, to 
digest, to assimilate and to feel the effects of what he ate ; this reaction from the 
eating contributes towards the free-will determination of what and how he shall 
eat again. 

Thl' pivotal doctrine of the Esote11c Philosophy admits no privilege or special 
gifts in man save those won by his own Ego by self-induced and self-devised efforts 
and which efforts are checked by past Karma of his own making. A very full 
treatment of the whole subject will be found in thirty-one recondite Aphorism;; 
recorded by W. Q. Judge and which are reprinted in Overcoming Karma, U.L,T. 
Pamphlet No. 21.-ED~.] 

The fatal thing about fatalism is 
that it so frequently tempts people 
to commit intellectual suicide. And I 
am afraid it is also sometimes phys
ically enervating ! But although it 
appears to be fairly apparent that 
Fate ha;; the trump card in the game 
,,t lift-, i1 is exped\('nt that we should 
remi11d our~:lw» (H.:C<tsionally that Wt· 

:m· nr11 dumb-d11vi·n c<1ttl,· ])tinR lhl 
1,) tl11· '.,laughtt--r. 

r'atf:' i-., :1 fact. Hui fttT v.-ill is :1 

f:ltl :1bu. I :1dn11t llw appart'nl con-
1r<1didi1111. b11l I do bdiew the i.:on
traJ.id1t,11 I<> ht' tlllJI\' :i.ppart'nl than 
n--.il. Tlw ht·<dlliy lini· of lif(· is not 
the line of \t'J-.,t re:-.i-;tancx·. Ki"nwt i-., 
the b:,l t(·htgt· of tll(' faint--ht·arkcl. 
It is >,(J l;ilally t<hY lo blame Fate for 
the corpse',, la:-;t journey to the grave. 
Novdbh as:-;ume that dl'ad men kll 
no t:1\e:-.. In point of fact. Life speak
ing lhrough th{' fold lips of cle-ath, is 
l'."randlv d,iqm·nt. For when wt> s:i.y 

that a voice is silenced in eternity 
we are admitting its Jiving reality in 
finite time. We cannot assert that 
Shakespeare is immortal if we are not 
prepared to assume that he is still 
alive. 

It is difficult to understand why 
the ~reat majority of people alwJys 
t·nvi:·mge F:itt> as the inseparablf:' and 
inalienable comp,mitill of Dtath. Wf' 
in"ist that Falt' "hall Ix• the scapc
.11.oat for :di our ,;orrows and tribula
tions, "all tile pomp:-. :md vanitie-s ol 
this wickt·d world, :rnd all tht' lusts 
of Iii(' lk~h ". lfot Falt-. ii 1! i.; any
t!1J1t).( ~11 :di. 1,; rntainly twither 
1,Jp-,,idt·<l 11or ont•-sidt'<l. It impingf's 
on tht' live:-; and de-,,tinie:-; of all mt:'11. 
great and ~mall, go<x1 and evil, suc
ce:;sful anct un;;uccessiul, >trong and 
weak, and it dot-S. "'' with alarming 
anc\ disconcerting; impartiality. Mnn 
i..,, at !east ptllt-ntially, a thinking 
ht•ing, and in the lurid interval,; of 
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thought, he cannot escape from the 
knowledge that how little or how 
much he extract:; from life 1:; 

almosl wholly depcndcnl on his 
own attitude of mind. If he is will
ing to accept. the theory that man 1s 

merely a puppet in the drnma of 
living, he has no one to blame but 
himself if Fate plays shuttlecock with 
his negative ambitions and tepid ns
pirations. The world's valuation of 
any mnn is selc.lom greater, or even 
as great, as that man's own valuation 
of himself. And therefore it come.-; to 
pass that any man who is so foolish 
as to undervalue himself is virtually 
asking mankind to relegate him to 
the bargain basement in the world's 
bazaar. 

How frequently we hear the re
mark, " I wonder ,vhat Fate has in 
store for me." The people who most 
readily give expression to it are those 
who have firmly convinced them
selves that what is is, and that what 
will be, will be. But the entire his
tory of the evolution of man's emer
gence from barbarism to civilisation 
bears testimony to the fact that man 
has found spiritual salvation by chal
lenging rather than by accepting the 
rigid boundaries of his heredity and 
environment. "Kismet" is not a 
flattering epitaph for any man really 
worthy of the " mettle of his pas
ture". 

There is a school of thought that 
fosters the terrible belief that war i:s 
inevitable, and eternally so, becauc:.c 
war is a good part of the bad part 
of human nature. This appal~ 
ling indictment of the human race 
horrifies me, or i( would do so, if I 
honestly believed in its validity. Ad
mittedly, merf are born fighters. Bui 

this is not quite the same thing as 
~lymg that all mcn instinctively 
desire to fight each other. I am 
afraid we have forgotten many 
filing,; which the last Great War 
1,rn~ht Lh 1ml l have not so rnm
pktcly lost my faith in humanity as 
lo bt'11cve that it would willingly and 
delib('rately repeat the folly and 
madne-ss of that grim and awful ex
prne-nce. Whahoever hope there is for 
the future and in thf' future, surely 
w--:irk-; m the belief that men as men 
arc grnduc11\y finding spiritual eman• 
cipat1on through the potent urge to 
abolish fighting among themselves in 
favour of fighting the malignant 
forces of evil within themselves. 

But the major point I am anxious 
to emphasise is this. By the grace 
of God we are free to shape our own 
destinies. What the fates have in 
store for us is neither more nor less 
than the sum total of our triumphs 
or failures over good and evil. It is 
not a question of Kismet in the sense 
that we are lazily content to be 
malleable clay in the hands of an 
autocratic potter. What is vital in 
a!! humanity is man's moral strength 
which is the measure of his capacity 
to flirt with evil and remain good. 
The consuming flame of spiritual 
content, in all its glory, withers and 
dies at the very approach of pessi
mism. And the soul-destroying dan
ger of pessimism as a philosophy of 
life lies in the fact that far too many 
well intentioned people cultivate and 
nurture it as a negative virtue, in• 
stead of strenuously eradicating it as 
a positive vice. 

I hold the heretical point of view, 
admittedly a harsh one, that people 
who blame Fate for their misfortunes 
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arr, in effect, telling the world that 
th('y thoroughly deserve them. Life 
i::, ;111 unceasing struggle for survival 
from the cradle to the grave. The 
m;-11: who, crying Ki:,mrt, throws up 
hie; hand::, m the ge~turc of ~urrcnder, 
"hnuld not he :-mp1 l'-Cd if hi~ cncmie::: 
tak•-- advanlilp' of lw:. innr;il and 
,;p1ritual pus1l!:-iP1n111\·. \Yf' l1tcr<1lly 
camwt afford lo rncourag,_• within 
oUr<;f'iws R toti :chy1,;h submi:-:cron to 
the" sling~ and arrow:.-, •• ol this appal 
Jingly mundane lik. Lea-;l of all. Glll 

we afford to allow Life"s \crd1d t'.J 

go agamsl us by default. The ch;.d
lenge I'.' ahvays there. If ,vc choose 
1o n~nore i(, \\'~ do so at our own 
penl. 

The age m which we live is one in 
which the thought of mankind is ra
pidly undergoing a process of tram;
formation. The time-worn shibholeth, 
"Their5 not to reason why, theirs 
but to do and die" is rapidly losing 
its grip on the ~enses and sensibilities 
of thinking man. The psychologist 
is Leaching him that to know himself 
is the fount of all knowledge. Man 
will not complacently bend the knee 
to Fate, nor cry aloud for all the 
world to hear, the fatal and hopeless 
word "Kismet", if he will but learn 
the wi~dom and beauty and truth of 
rea:-on<ible low and loving rearon. 

For the man who i::i everlastingly con
tent to wait for something to turn 
up is asking Life to turn him down. 
lie must, in wry wtird and deed, be 
master u[ lus own fate and i.:aptain 
ul his own soul. 

There i;; nothing m the \\orld 
11101 e soft and \n'ak than walt:r, :oay::c 
the Chinese ph1!osopher, the father of 
<Juictism, " yet for attacking things 
that arc hard and strong there is 
nothing that :-urpasses it, nothing 
that can take it:> plarc ., . Herl', if 
ewr exi::,led m words, is profound 
YCrity. ()U1et, unobtrusive and well
nigh hidden strength- the strength 
and might that m the past have 
moved mountains. And that which 
is truth in :'Jaturc is not less true in 
human naturl'. We are what we 
make ourselves to be, for life itself 
is bearnhle or unendurable according 
to the texture of our philosophy and 
the pattern of our faith--in ourselves, 
in humanity and, above all, in God 
himself. 

Kismet ! But we must sec to it 
that we shout the word in noble defi
ance of Fate, rather than whisper it 
as a lullaby for our sleeping con
sciences. If we would kiss the limpid 
lips of eternity we must be prepared 
to live magnificently unafraid of 
death. 

CECIL PALMER 



POETRY !!\ SlNGHALESE 
IJ. Viptyatunga, now ll'~icknt in London, bdong" to the hcaut1fu! a1td lir5toric 

hl,111tl of Ceylon; l'wrc he Mites with feeling pcrccpt.i{,:J about the poetry of hia 
native longuc.~Eos.] 

Perhaps it is a greater compliment 
to the Muse to put poetry to ordi • 
nary uses. This is what the Singhn
lese have done. Singhalese poetry 
is meant to be sung. The Singha
lese do not have impressive musical 
compositions like those, for example, 
of Thyagaraja, the South Indian 
mystic singer. Nor do they have 
mystical songs like those of Chai
tanya. But this lack has not been 
noticed throughout the centurie,:,, for, 
as I say, Poetry has se(Ved the place 
of music and has been recogni~ed 
as the ever-ready handmaiden. Even 
to-day with Singhalese literature 
very much at a discount among the 
so•called educated classes--it being 
the province of Bhikkus, village 
schoolmasters and un-Westernised 
villagers--prosody is enthusiastically 
studied and poetry practised under 
the slightest provocation by the 
classes just mentioned. 

A Singhalese maiden who did not 
know English but was a good Sing
halese scholar, her father being a 
learned astrologer, once paid me the 
very flattering but unde~erved hon· 
our of composing a quatrain full of 
epithets supposed to denote my vir
tues, teaching it to her younger 
brother who was a pupil of mine and 
having this youngster recite it to me 
in an originally " Ancient Mariner" 
way. And this .form of courtship 
is widely practised among those who 
are not oven¥helmed by the impor
tance of an English education. 

In thus commandeering poetry for 
pl actical purposes, the Singhalese 
arc like the Spanish and the Argen
tines. Consider, for example, the 
Singhalese Seth Kavi and Vas Kavi 
(Poems of Good Omen and Poems 
of Ill Omen) which arc frequently 
invoked as bles.."lings or curses accord
ing to the occasion. A friend re
proaching one for not acknowledging 
a letter would do so in verse; a Bhik
ku finding that a neighbour's bull 
had laid waste his vegetable garden 
would invoke a mild curse on the 
culprit animal (not on its owner) ; 
a petty village official seeking a 
favour from the Mudaliyar or Chief 
Headman would occasionally rise to 
wrse (in the hands of a professional 
vernifier) ; and, as already mention
ed, youth and maiden put their 
;,.entiments and even make their 
"dates" in poetry ; and above all, 
those true custodians of the Rhyme, 
the cartmen and the boatmen, con
tinue to propitiate the Muse from 
their humble station in life. 

The popular interest in poetry is 
there, waiting to attempt once again 
the sublime heights reached by the 
classical poets, waiting until the day 
,vhen English will take a secondary 
place in Education and State affairs. 
There must undoubtedly be poetic 
genius buried in many an obscure 
village-~choolmastership. There are 
tho,;e who publish conventional 
poems in obscure Singhalese maga• 
zines on such themes as a plea for 
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11romPt1011 from Class Three in the 
Clerical Service to Class Two, and 
on practical issues which I have 
mentioned earlirr but there are no 
contcmpc1rary poets oI the front rank 
in Ceylon worthy to take their place 
with the major contemporary poets 
of India, of Japan and of the "\Vest. 

But before the European advent 
in Ceylon there was a whole galaxy 
of them. In poetic form and scope 
and in umbition they v,ue in:-pirecl 
hy the Master, the Great Kalidasa. 
But the themes of the Singhalese 
JX)ets were essentially Buddhist. To 
the Buddhist influence must be 
ascribed the general love of the poet
ical narrative that has been common 
through Singhalese civilisation. 
Buddha, in my opinion, the world's 
greatest story-teller~ -how he alter· 
nated between metaphysical dis
courses and vivid romances as in the 
Jataka or Reincarnation storie:,;---had 
perfected a most ingenious poetical 
prose. So that from the earliest 
prose compositions of the Singhalese, 
the text of Rock Inscriptions or 
commentaries of the Tl'ipitaka, they 
were all strictly poetical in struc
ture. Until Sri Rahula, the greatest 
Singhalese poet, introduced rhyme, 
Singhalese poetry was mostly un
rhymed but there was a cadence and 
a musical lilt in the halved lines that 
was completely satisfactory. Sri 
Rahula, who was Head Abbot of 
Vijayaba Birivena and the Sangha 
Raja, was the spiritual adviser 
to King Parakrama Bahu VJ who 
ruled in the fifteenth century. 

Sri Rahula adopted Kalidasa's 
Meghaduta or entrusting a message 
to a Cloud. as .-i model ; and ever 
since the Sandesaya or Messag-e sent 

by one of a number of popular birds, 
has remained the favourite device of 
Singhalese poets. Though he was 
a spiritual Head sworn to ::--corn ,ill 
::--en:,;uoU'-', not tu mention sc-nsua!, 
pleasures, Sri Ha!iul;l ha,; revealed 
in hi'.-i poetry not only a most im
pressionable mind 1ml a con-ummate 
knowledge of life. He mdulges in 
no muting of phraseolog:y when de
scribing the charms of a ,,, riman or 
the emotions arou~d by them. 
Here, of course, he and e\"('fY other 
Priest-Poet of Ceylon was but fol
lowing the Buddha who could be 
most explicit as, for example, in the 
Kusa ]ataka where the impotent 
Raja Okkaka is forced by the clam
our of his subjects to send his 
Queen Silavati out of the Palace to be 
made fruitful by the boldest man 
from among his subjects. Of course 
it was Sakra (King of the Gods) him
self, who seeing the royal catastrophe 
appeared at the Palace gates in the 
guise of an old Brahmin, led the 
Queen away from the rabble and 
caused (having taken the Queen tem
porarily to Sakra realm; the Immac
ulate Conception. The child, who 
was named Kusa, after Kusa grass, 
was an earlier incarnation of the Bud
dha. 

Thu-; the Singhalese had ample 
poetic licence. But while they have 
avoided poetry so repetitiously laden 
with " Wine" and •• Beloved " 
(albeit as symbols) a:,; that of the 
Persian poets, and so per:-;istently 
full of the "mystical union '' as that 
of the Indi~n bards, nevertheless one 
misses the note of genuine passion 
which alone lends poetry that unique 
\·itality upon which we draw when 
every other source fa'ils us. Nor 
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could it have been otherwise when 
we understand the conditions Just 
as Chaitanya and Thyagaraja 
could not have sung other than in 
terms of the Divine Exaltation, the 
Singhalese poets could not afford to 
lose sight of tlw chief Buddhist 
doctrine, howewr distant their 
poetic flights. This was the doctrine 
that while Sense Pleasures were 
the privilege of being alive, they 
were, without exception. Aniccha, 
transitory. 

Considering all this the ,-igour 
and vitality of Singhalese poetry is 
all the more remarkable. The best 
known poems of Sri Rahula are 
Paravi Sandesaya, or the Message by 
the Parrot, composed about 1427, 
Kavyasekara, or the Crown of Song, 
composed about 1449, and the Se/a
lihini Sandesaya, in which, strangely 
enough, despite the fact that it was 
the fruit of his full maturity, the 
poet in Sri Rahula super~edes the 
scholar. The Selalihini is of a higher 
breed than Mynah, and though not 
so good a talker is a better singer. 
Its feathers are more glos~y 
and it is cli,Jingllislwd from the 
Mymilt by two gleaming spots of 
golden yellow on its ears. In en
trusting tlw message to the Selalihini 
Sri Hahula contifres to describe the 
route it ,.hould follow with all the 
c;cem·s that dot the route-. There are 
descriplio1L~ of peas~111ts :1nd their 
pastimts, of villagt._-, am\ cities. It 
is on Jaya\':mllianapurn, tlw capital, 
that Sri Hahula lavishes most praise. 
Here is the translation of~ quatrain 
in which the poet.describes tlw rest
ing-place the Selalihiui should s('ek 
at nightfall : 

Look out ro•r the wood nymphs as 

they carol on the sands which resemble 
the cloud-disturbed moon, and among 
the flowers and the creeping vines and 
the trees close to those spots ( of the 
nver bank). On a Sal tree caressed by the 
sight of those playful creatures make thy 
rest for the night. 

The Singhalese poet does not, as a 
rule, write an isolated sonnet on a 
sunset, nor an ode to a woman's 
beauty but rather incorporates all 
his power of expression and the 
\"ersatility of his sensations in a long 
poem like the Selalihini Sandesaya. A 
younger contemporary of Sri Rahula 
and a more romantic character was 
the Bhikku VettevC. His life is sur
rounded with legend. Some claim 
that he was a greater pundit than 
Sri Rahula and incurred the latter's 
jealousy. In any case certain it is 
that he gave up his priesthood and 
went to India and after various ad• 
ventures died there. He is famous 
for the Guttila Kavya, the poem of 
the pundit Guttila, an earlier in
carnation of the Buddha, in which 
Guttila was a famous player of the 
Vina, and the Court Musician. 
Guttila imparted all his knowledge 
of the Vina to an ingrate pupil 
named Musila {literally, the Wretch) 
who sought to oust his master from 
his po~ition at Court and challenged 
him to a contest. The theme of 
prof<-ssional jealousy, it might be 
nntt•d, has some counkrpart in the 
Sri Hahula-Vl'tlt'\'(: leg-r.iml. But the 
pol'll1 as a whole :.iffords Ve-tteve 
e\·err scope for his wrsatile geniu,;. 
;:-.;C!w m short lively quatrains he i,; 
de~cribing the public parks and 
temples of Lanka (Ceylon), now in 
longer-lined quatrains the dejection 
G!llst'd in Guttila hy the ingratitude 
of hi:-; pupil an<i how the-Mastl-r goes 
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into the forest hugging his solitude 
when a Deva approaches him and 
exhorts him to accept the challenge 
with the promise that the Devas 
themselves would take part on his 
side. The most musical and the most 
vivid stanza in the whole poem is 
that which describes Guttila playing 
the Vina having deliberately snapped 
off two strings to show his superior 
skill and when the Derns chose that 
climax to descend on the scene and 
to the amazement of the spectators 
dance to Guttila's music. 

Like figures in a tableau, moving 
their hand,; with the grace and the light
ness of lightning, ke('ping time to the 
music with the harmony and lack of 
harshness with which gold mixb with 
mercury, ;,ending such bewitching g!,111-

ces at the spectators, that Jx,ing tht> man
nt:r of tlwir !the Devas') dancini;:, how 
c;:m I JX}-;sibly ck~ribC' !with ju~tict') 
tl1:1l seen<' ! 

During the sixteenth century the 
land was; riven by faction:,,; whost' 
c,tiilt' \\·J-; furtlwr intensifivd by lht' 
pre-senrt• u! tit,· Portugue-,,,: wh1,. 
ch<1nn·-hlu\\'ll 1iff tlwir Cl>lll'S{' from 

f;tia, had \::1ndHI o.t (;alle :,nd had 
~n enough to make tiwm want t() 

<iwn tht> whole ic:.land. B11t with 
Krng R:1ja ~ingha who v~mqui.~hli.l 
h<ith the Portuguese and his rivaL, 
;111d ruled for twel\·e years from 1:",81 
to Ei!n thert· was :.1 litN:.lry reviv:11. 
A p<,t-t lo ~lonfy Haja Singhu's !'t'ign 
was found in Al3giyavanna l\fobotti, 
an ancestor of mine on my mother'.:; 
side, I am proud to say. It was 
Alagiyayanna who made the Kusu 
Jataka into a household word by hi~ 
vivid retelling of the story as a poem. 
There is hardly a Singhalese who 
cannot recite by heart at least one 
of the 087 verS{'s of that poem. Time 

an~ again I have heard one particular 
verse recited by seemingly illiterate 
villagers. 

Throw a pebble into thC' air 
Watch it fall from space to earth ; 
Likewise the karma of bad and 

good 
Will seek its cause from birth to 

birth. 

Alagiyavanna wrote also a Sandesa 
the Sevul Srmdesa, the Message by 

the WoodfO\vl- a poem of 203 stanzas 
in prai:-se of lfaja Singha. But next 
to Kusa Jataka he is famous for his 
Subha Sitaya, a collection of quatrains 
extolling moral~. There is a resem• 
blance both in the metre and in the 
detachment of attitude to the alle• 
gorics of Omar Khayyam and Hafiz. 
The first poems I familiarised myself 
with were Alagiyavanna's. Whenever 
I was late in rising my mother used 
to bring me to wakefulness by sing
i!lg a ver:-;<• m which my _worthy an
cestor had condemnl'd the late riser. 
And many :1 timt' I 1t,iv1· !ward my 
mothN 1n rnff•-fr\•1- til(lments and 
\,fok :1!lt·11d1Jl_!.( tu ~unlt-' !tuuSt"holcl 
work n':l'ih· tl1<' lulluwing \'1•1:-t• fr!llll 
.~:ubha Sitaya : 

A l1u11drt-tl s;,,,1,,·, wl111m Vi111w :1dilm~ 

( }11(' \!<10!! dotl1 ,li~pi-1 dmknc":,.,'l 
lrnin llw t•::inh 

Wli1d1 mr1i:uls lJf '-(:lr-.. d,i lt'~*ll 

With thP S(•\'l•nteenth crntury 
( 'eylilll fdl upon troublot1s times 
again. As in India, the pot"t thrived 
by the patironage of the King, which 
meant that the King was himself a 
scholar anct often ~nf~ugh 3 poet too. 
The earliest known Poet-Kin_g was 
Kum:1r:1<l<1s of the sixt!fre-ntury. King 
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Viyaya Bahu who ruled in the 
eleventh century was the chief poet 
of his day and Pandita Parakrarna 
Bahu who ruled in the twelfth cen
tury was the greatest Scholar-King 
of Ceylon. It was he who built a 
Sarasvati Mandapa or Pavilion in 
which poets and scholar::; read their 
works publicly. It was also under 
his patronage that the J;JO Jataka 
stories were translated into Singha
lese. But with the death of Raja 
Singha the Second al the end of the 
seventeenth century, Singhalese liter
ature ceased to exercise ib popular 
function. Raja Singha expelled the 
Portuguese with the aid of the Dutch 
but it only brought Ceylon nearer 
its subjection to Europe. His reign 
is remembered also for the Daskon 
legend. 

Daskon i~ supposed to have been a 
Portuguese named Gascoyne who 
rose to the position of Adigar or 
Minister. He must have been an ex
ceptional man and well-ver'.oed in 
Singhalese to hold that position, for 
Raja Singha hated the Portuguese. 
But the story is that the handsome 
Daskon not only ingratiated himself 
with the King so much that he be
came an Adigar and welcome at the 
Palace, but became the Queen's lover. 
His undoing: came about thus : The 
Queen fell ill and the physicians de
cided on a Bali (Devil Dance I exor
cism, for which an image of the Queen 
was modelled in clay. Da,;kon see
ing the image p.::>i:rted out that to be 
really effective the image must be 
true in every detail and th~t a birth
mark on the Queen's thigh was 
omitted from the image. The King 
heard about it and ordered Daskon 
to be impaled. While awaiting exe,-

cution the Queen commiserated him 
on his fate to which Daskon stoically 
answered in verse ; 

If Havana of o!d paid with his ten 
heads for an unfulfilled love, what mat
t(rs it that I who have received your 
nc,ctar-like kisses should sacrifice one 
head in your name ? 

As he was being led to execution 
past the Queen's balcony she sang 
out to him : 

Sakman karmw maluvC dhi dekha 
hadha 

Sith sanlhosin dun inuva mee bee 
vadha 

lkman gaman himi adha oba yana 
vadha 

Daskon magC 1wmalc jeevitha 
dwa vadha? 

Ah I It w;i:,; on this same fateful bal
cony that we met first and you deigned 
to sip the honey of my lips. And now 
goest thou, my husband-Jover, on a 
quick journey? Givest thou, Daskon, in 
my name thy life? 

In the first half of the eighteenth 
century there was a brief literary re• 
viYal, particularly under Narendra 
Singha, the last Singhalese King, 
who was an earnest patron of learn
ing and of scholarship. Under his 
encouragement the famous Bhikku 
Saranankara translated several Pali 
classics, including a medical treati:.e. 
The Jac,_t two hundred and fifty years 
ha\"e produced talent undoubtedly, 
responsible for a considerable output 
of literary ,rnrk all the more signifi
cant because it wa:-; in the face of 
neglect. But there have been no Sri 
nahulas, no VcttevCs, no A\agiya
,·annas. Nevertheless poetry is ever 
alive among the Singhalese and could 
not be othenvi,;e. Carters and boat
men sing their Siv Pada or "Four
Lined Songs " handed down from 
generation to generation ; the village 
maidens as they swing on their 
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swmgs during the New Year festival 
sing those en·r popular ballads ; and 
in the " Dance of the Pot" which con
sists of throwing a clay pot into the 
air and catching it while the dancers 
move in a circle the maidens smg 
~uch songs as these : 

A pol of gold for the sky. 
:'\. pot of day for the earth. 
A pot worth a thousand coins, 
0 cou5in. break mine not. 

Then there are the Ifabana min
strels. The Rabana is a sort of large 
tambourine. These minstrels still 
roam the length and breadth of 
Ceylon teaching the masses, by means 
of their alliteratiYe, repetitive ballads, 
not only legends but also history, 
geography and every kind of lore. 

I-low characleristically comprehensive 
is the Oriental outlook can be gauged 
by the5e Virudu songs which are sung 
in duet. 

In ten thousand Sakvalas how many 
fl.Ltha rvlcrus? 

In ten thousand Sakvalas how many 
suns, and moons ? 

In ten thousand Sak\'alas hc)W many 
Dcva worlds ; 

In ten thousand Sahsala~ h,;w many 
Urahma worlds? 

Ten thousand Maha Merus m 
S;:ikval kn thousand 

Ten thousand suns and moons m 
Sakval ten th0usand 

Ten thousand Dcva worlds in Sakval 
ten thousand 

Brahma worlds sixty Jakhs and tm 
thousand m Sakval ten 
thousand. 

]I'.'l"ADASA VIJAY.-\TUNGA 

[Co/iyrigitl Thi,; artide musl not be reprinted 11ithout the author's permijSion.J 

APHORISJ\lS 
There arc doubts which are detours 

of faith. 
The blows of life c.hould harden the 

[)cart only agairnt self-pity. 
There :ire wme who desire our in• 

<lebtcdnes~ rather than our esteem. 
Conscience is the ghost of a self which 

we might have been. 
The inditferencc which we cannot 

blame is also lo\'e destroying the bitter
ness within disaster. 

He who offers men the telescope of 
hi~ vanity will soon fmd them looking 
through the wrong end. 

If we C(;uld reason our self into faith 
w,: would b~lieve only in expediency. 

Often by the givi,1g of alms we con
done our self-indulgence. 

The memory of a magnanimous f1 iend 
i,; a balsam for bitterness. 

Our suffering also is a door by which we 

can escape from the turret of content
ment. 

The will is; a bezel for the jewel of 
love. 

11agnanimity sees the needy hand 
behind U1e back of presumption. 

By acceptance the bitter water of 
necessity becomes our wine, 

The fetters of habit which we will not 
break arc padded by sdf-n..>crimination. 

When we worship not the light but the 
power of the light we can blind a brother 
to be his guide. 

The ghosts of lhe living arc th<' 
memories of the dead. 

There is a courtesy impartial as Jig!tl. 
The rc,;ponsibility of free will i; tu 

cldcnnine ifs own necessity. 
Tlw memory of P.Urposive action is a 

bteastplate agaimt fear. 
The asceticism of the fearful is a sclf-

indulgence. • 
WILLIAM SoUTI.R 
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NEW BOOKS AND OLD 

~!ADARIAGA AND GANDHIJP 
[John Middleton Murry examines the reflections of "a world-citizen by con

vietion" a:,c! we may add a great world-citizen, but they arc cnvclopLi.l in the Occi
dental :mr;1, fur at his E!y~ian sbmc,: no Orient:t! is cvuhd. Will :,;a!v;;dor dl 
Madariaga :.igrec wi:h the critic of insight who suggcsh the likclilrnod th::t "th1' 
liberating inftui:1icc 1·;il! co;i,e to the \\.'l'31 from th\" Ea,t" and that "Candhiji 
has the rnDt of t!w malle1 of trwm to an ,·xtcm which n" \\'t•stern leader h,1s" ?-
Eos.] 

Sefior dl' Madariaga·•, mDdcrn "di;i
logue of thti dead" ic; a happy thought. 
With ~la1y Stuart, Voltc1ire, \Vashing
ton. N:qioh·on and Marx for his char
actrrs, and Goethe for protagonist, he 
is zible lo compress into a little space, 
without jammin.g. Jm!itical thought of 
much compn'hensiveness and profund
ity. And politics, for Madariaga, is not 
a rule of thumb, or exrwdiencr, or 
oppoiiuni-;m : it le; a matter of fast prin
ciples, as it was fer the Greeks. 1fada
riaga is that rather rare bird nowa
days-- -a political philosopher. Heaven 
knows we nc'{'d them badly enough, 
though there appears to be precious 
little chance of men attending to them. 

:!\.,fadari,iga's characters arc privilrged 
to converse together in the Elysian 
Fidds, because each one of tt',cJT, in his 
own way has achieved an "eternal 
moment" "Only those come here", 
Goethe cxphiins to Mary Stuart, "who 
at one moment, be it swift as a sigh, 
realize their humanhood, live in unison 
with the soul of .:11! that is. On that 
moment they touch eternity." It is the 
day of l\fr. Marx's reception. He has 
been m,ide to wait some fifty years afkr 
his death, "to cleanse him from 
his earthy smells". How long the 
others have had to wait is not speci
fied, 1hough Mary Stuart herSklf ap1wars 
to be a recent arrival, who has submitted 
herself with an unwonkd docility to 
Goethe's urbane but searching in
struction. 

These immortal spirits have the power 
to ~ummon to their pre..,o,ence any mortal 

in his e,Jecp, Toward~ t!w end of the 
dialogll\·, a l{u:c,·.1an Comrnuni~t. a Ger• 
nrnn N;tzi ,,nd an ltalian FcJ~cist m 
each case a member of the rank<md
filc--are summoned, and Lach quickly 
reveals himsdf as a victim of hypnosis, 
drn.c;;:;cd by tf1e :nmlcrn "op1ur.1 of the 
people ·•,--the quasi-1digion of the 
nationalist state Perhaps even more 
disquietint;: arc the nsitants from the 
United States-- a lilm star from Holly
wood and a Senator spirited away from 
Washington .. while ;1 cotleaguc is read
mg a fow pages lnlo the ncords" : tht.' 
one complcld)' vacant, the other self
convicted of parroting the words of 
Washington, without tiw least intellec
tual effort to understand \Vashington's 
princir!e~. The Senator quote,; Wash
mgton to Washington . .. No foreign 
mtanglements ", and m:eives for reply: 
'"Stil!, Semtor, to keep out of the horses' 
hoofs is good advice for a puppy, but 
not for an elephant". But it is lost 
on the Senator. 

Mary Stuart is hurrifred at the revel
ation of the soul-dfcay in the German 
Nazi, who for a moment is despair
ingly conscious of his own condition. 
"Can such things happen?'' she asks. 
Goethe replies: "They have happen
ed in all times. nut never as in these 
days, and after so much devoted effort 
to uproot them from the face of the 
earth". T"-e only solution, Goethe 
thinks. is the emergence of a new race 
of men-" a bigger• and more capable 
mankind : for there is the substance of 
al! our problems ". tie reproache~ 

• Fh.iian Fie/tl,,. By S. flE !\l.~fJA!llAfA (Alkn and l'nwin, London .. 1,. fjtf l 
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Marx for laying the main stress on a 
purely legal, or economic notion
property. 

Power i> spiritual substance. not ]~gal 
form. Change all legal rdatiomhips and 
you will still hm·c to deal with the main, 
mdced the only evil in sociNy-- tlie ten
dency of powerful pooplc to di\·crt their 
power to sdfi~h uses, which is the real 
meaning of corruption. 

Whereupon-very naturally-Wash
ington declare:, that religion is neces
sary as the basis of national commun
ity, Neither l\-iarx nor Voltaire will 
admit that : and even Goethe accepts 
the facl that religion is no longer a 
strong cement, for " religion, while 
empha~ising human utiily in its essence, 
brings out human differences irr its ex
pression ". \Vashinglon is brought to 
agree that something else may be need
ed : but it must be " deeper than mere 
thought " . Godhc suggests that it may 
be found " in the perception of an or -
ganic unity of human communities". 
That is hard]~· convincing as a 
prophecy , il is rather a <lream--lhough 
a noble and pe:rhaps imperative dream. 

Nothing but a sense of tlvir orga'liC 
. commumty can save communitic5 from 

disintegration. I dream of a day when 
mankind, nations and indi\·iduab will 
realize their organic unity, and 'therefore 
wlll be safe again~l corruption, when men 
wHI transfer to the nation, in the more 
complex form of S£>n·ices, the energy tl1ey 
t·eceive in their sustenance and education; 
when the nations will receive these services 
from their citizens and transfn them in 
the more complex form of culture, to the 
world commonwealth Then the world 
will hm'e a<.:hieved the final ideal of man
liberty in order. 

So Goethe ; but the problem is how 
to get there. " The community, once 
understood, prevails", he avern at one 
point; but at another, more realistical
ly, "the complexities of organic life 
always escape peoples without a peas
antry". The dicta arc not necessarily 
in conflict : but their ji,xtaposition 
suggests, more clearly than any part of 
the actual dialo!;Ue,. the immensity of 
the problem : which is to recreate the 
organic community at an entirely new 
level of producl!ivc technique. On that 
level of tt.>chnique the creation of or-

ganic community requires an entirely 
new level of intellectual understanding 
and, still more important, spiritual 
development. The organic community 
wliic!1 is safeguarded by a peasantry is 
an instinctive and natural community : 
communily compelled by the primary 
and visible needs of life. Man, as 
peasant, is enforced into organic com
munity by the discipline of Earth-the 
stern and kindly mother. The vast and 
fantastic increase in productive-power 
created by the machine has liberated 
European and American man from the 
discipline of Earth : but it has estab
lislwd no spiritual discipline in its 
place. So that European and American 
man bas retrograded into spiritual bar
barism ; and in consequence the West 
can make no other use of its prodigious 
productive powers than concentrate 
thc;n on mutual extermination. 

The only creative way out is the sub
mission of European and American 
man to a conscious spiritual discipline 
to replace the unconscious discipline of 
Earth That is a prodigious demand
not prodigious intrinsically, but prodi
gious in regard to the condition of spiri
tual barbarisation into which European 
und American man has actually fallen. 
Tl-ie consciou~ reali~<1tion by a maJaity 
of the people of the necessity of organic 
community and the sacrifices demand
ed by it appears a forlorn and Utopian 
dream : in the nature of a miracle 
rather than a ~ober possibility. ·• Com
munity, oncC' understood, prevaih." 
But where are they who understand 
community? In Communism, a grim 
sort of caricature of community is 
preached in Europe; and the effect has 
been directly to retard the emergence 
of community.consciousness. 

ft seems more likely that the liberat
ing influence will cnme to the West from 
the Hast, than that the West. now 
careering- down the steep slope of 
a maddened Nationalism, will itself 
grasp the means of its own salvation. 
The reluctant Nationalism of China 
may take creative forms ; and Gandhiji 
has the root of the matter of them to 
an extent which no Western leader has, 
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He understands the necessity of retain
ing what I have caHed "the discipline 
of earth", until it develops into a spiri
tual discipline strong enough to control, 
in the interests of the organic commun
ity, the productive technique of the 
machine. I le understands that once the 
Machine is allowed to get the upper 
hand, and to OCcomc the master instead 
of the servant of the Community, de
spair and destruction is the end. And 
his technique of non-violent resistance 
is the practical assertion that a spiritual 
power must, and can, control material 
power. If that movement grows in 
strength, and is adopted in Europe too, 
humanity will begin to IX' released from 
its spiritual enslavement by the 
Machine. 

The Pacifist movement in England, 
though it gathers stren~h and definite
ness of purpose, is still o;ily groping to
wards the positions which Gandhiji';; 
imagination has so clearly grasped, Our 
backwardness is due, largely, to the fact 
that England is the European society 
wherein the Machine has been most 
ruthlessly triumphant, and the sense of 
primitive organic community most corn-

Madhva·:, Dvaita Vtx!anta system 
of philosophy is so little known in the 
\Vest that Dr. Naga Raja Sarma has 
performed a usdul service in presenting 
English readers with a book which 
should prove of interest not alone to 
scholars but also to an ever increasing 
number of the general public interested 
in rehgion. That Dr. Sanna's own 
attitude is strongly partisan, largely de
fensive, and at times too much disposed 
to base its arguments upon the rather 
doubtful expedient of destructive criti
cism of opposed opinions, need not be 
allowed to detract from its merit as a 
thorough analysis and exhaustive inter
pretation of little known philosophic and 
theistic treatises. 

pletely dissolved. But the Pacifist move
ment is bting slowly but inevitably 
compelled out of its atombtic in
dividualism towards conversion to the 
principles of disciplined non-violent 
resistance, \\'hich in tum will com
pel a renascence of a realistic srnse 
of community. At present, the 
Pacifist movement in Englaml is still 
largely unconscious of the position of 
economic and political privilege from 
which it dt-rives : and is in a phase 
of transition bdween the extreme asser
tion of a t1ad1tional individualism and 
a dawning realization of the needs of 
a higher form of community and the 
sacrifices necessary to attain it. 

That 1s a brief and perfunctory 
attempt to develop a theme that is 
central to Sefior de Madariaga's little 
book, It sets in motion many trains 
of thought_ It is essentially the work 
of a philosophe : and one is at times 
acutely conscious of the gulf between 
i'vfadariaga·s contemplations and the 
crude and violent processes of history. 
The hiatus is inevitable. Madariaga 
has the defects of his qualities : but 
his qualillt:-s arc vc1y prcnous 

JOHN .c\1IDDLl::TO:-; :tVlURRY 

.c\ladhva·s philosuplly uf 1ealism 
came as a reaction to the idealism of 
Sankara':, Advaita Vedanta, not direct
ly, for he had already been forestalled 
by H.amanuja who had atlacktx.l the 
tenets of absolutism, but following a 
revival of idealism, and as supplcmen
ta1y to Ramanuja's quahlied non-dual-
1Sm. 

As Dr. Sarma points out;" philosophy 
in the \Ve;,t is so complelely divorced 
from religion that it is ditlicult fur 
European thinkers to co,1!1ect the two. 
In the Dvaita Vedanta system, a de
votional form of religion, in many 
respects sim~lar to orthodox Christianity 
with ils conception. of a hierarchy of 
released souls dependent upon an im-

* R,ign uf Rwlism in Indian Philosophy. By Dr. R. NAGA RAJA SAl1.\IA. {The 
:National I'm,\ ;1,,!adras; J. M. Watkins, L1.mdon; G. E. ,Stechcrt and t.:o., r-.·ew York. 
Rs. 16. Z5s. $6. l 
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perialistic deity in a heavenly world, and 
in its dogmatic insistence upon eternal 
punishment for the disobedient, yet hav
ing its foundation in Bhakti, i~ depend 
ent in its preliminary stages upon reason 
and argument. Yet Madhva's theism 
with its stress upon the necessity of com
plete surrender to God, and the absolute 
dependence of man upon a deity with 
whom it is possible to enter into the 
most intimate personal relationship, i>i 
singularly in line with certain mOOern 
interpretations of Christianity, a~ also, 
in some respx:ts, with the Roman 
Catholic practice of the presence of God. 

The two schools of thought represent
ed by the Advaita and Dvaita Vedanta 
systems represent the eternal conflict be
tween subjective idealism and objective 
reality, although both paths lead 
ultimately to the same goal. But while 
the one approach depends upon Self
realization whereby the personal self is 
automatically lost ~ight of in the new 
all-embracing ~mic consciousness the 
other follows the mon· negative course 
of renunciation and surrender. Ma
dhva's dualism, ipso facto, denies 
final union with the Supremt·, and his 
system falls ~hort of linality by dt>nial 
and argument which of thrmseh/l-s art' 
limitations invalid to any conceptiou of 
the unconditiont>rl. The Bud<lhist con
ceptiou of absorp!io11 whi\·h Dr. S<1nna 
falls into a commou L•ni,r i11 i11terpret 
ing as nothingne-s~. i~ ('qu:d!y the· lil!tl 
of Madhva's ciritici-m1 altlwu_glt tht> ~ub
je<:t is l>t'yond the SCOIK' of ir1kl!L•d11al 
ddJatP and human rca~m 

Followini a hrid lii»(oricd »u1 vey of 
the progn.,,;s of Jndic111 phihr.;opliy l(•;1d
ing np to th(• JW!'i!Jd of !vfo<lhva'» 11·
:1ctiowlly 1hl-~i.., 11f n·ah~m a\ nppo:-<:d 
lo that of pun· or suhjt·Ctiw idt":11-
ism Dr. Sarma continrn·~ with ;1 
thorough analysis of the prrmw1w., or 
means of knowledge of th{' real. "l\.fa
dhva's systeITI ", • lw says,. "was a 
vindication of the reali~m nf the uniwr~e 
and of the validity. nnd r<"li:1bility of 
knowledge", the essential nature nf 
knowledge being Prammia. 

Three r.nu-prftmrcnas or means of r('
ccivrn_a; knowledgl' are aCCt:ptcd by 

Madhva, who in this choice appears to 
borrow from Patanjali, for the latter's 
seventh sutra in Book I reads : "The 
elements of sound knowledge are : 
ann:t obsL•rvaliun, inductive reason, and 
trustworthy testimony " The three means 
delined by Madhva are to all intents 
and purposes the same. They are Pra
tyaksha, :,;cnse of perception; A11umana, 
infnencc ; and Agama, scriptural 
authority. The latter not being the 
composition of any individual is to be 
n'gardL'-d a'> trustw01thy testimony and 
therefore infallible when properly inter
preted. But for proper interpretation the 
aid of the fomier two mm-pramanas be
comes necessary. 

Correct knowledge 1s within the 
scope of all JX'rsons whose senses are not 
organically affected, for there is nothing 
amiss with the sensory stimuli affecting 
the organism nor with the sensory me
chanism under normal conditions. But 
in the case of illusion, the incoming sti
muli from external reality get wrongly 
interpretl'd resulting in aprnmana. In 
this c.asc, through some drf{'(t or through 
lack of proper e.xamination. the object 
is not perceived dearly :,nd appearance 
rnisl(uides the ob,.erv('r who mistakes the 
object for somethinJ; ds..• that is like it. 
Dr. Sarma ,zives an ex:unple of his mean
ing:. Mother-of-pearl pr,c.,;ents an ap
pearance of silvtr to t!w (·W, yd. pwper 
L"'.Xamim1tirn1 ol i,tr,tlivr•o/ p,·:1) I would 
sl1,w..-that ti1<' ey1· !rnd l,n n dtcteiv("(], and 
1hat r1Clu;1lly it did 1101 contain !silver. 
/kl!' thl'l1· i½ l)!Jth (ill'. !1l1jed anti sornr
il11u.l' d,t- th:1l i! ~UKg(·,(~ lo the lllintl. 
whicll h,1s no fact in tl11· t('ality. ·riw 
i1L1 of 11//ly1; or lh1· unrl'ality of th,i 
world tloL·s not mean that thing~ haw 
uo 1·l·ality hut ~imply tlrn! the• n°ality 
1s; lwing mist:1k,cn for somt-tliin!( el~-. 
Every .:ipprehc·nsion is valid until we _L(o 
,1 sll p ft1rik:r ;md find that some nl'W 
pl·rn·ption is mote va!id ; we only re
pudi:i!(· ;1 bdief thruu_gh the acquisition 
of ~orne trurr perception concerninp; i1. 
!t is tints quite com:el to assume that 
the world is flat until by experience we 
disco\'l'r that it is round. Knowlcdp,-l' 
is; thus graded by Madhva within fixed 
limits rising from zero in .iscmding 
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degrees to an u11per limit, the all-knowing 
unconditioned Supreme, not however lo 
be confused with the Absolute of the 
intellectuals. 1 n the latter sense there 
is no absolute or at any rate it cannot 
be known ,md the definition of relativity 
to il cannot be accepted for knowledge 
is a hierarchy of steps between which 
there is only difforcncc in degree. Each 
of these dt;grees is correct in itself and 
in so far as it goes and in so far as it is 
cognised by a perfectly functioning 
orgarnsm. Thus knowledge may be 
said to be dimensional to consciousness, 
although Madhva, arguing that space 
and time arc real wholes composed of 
real parts capable of being known and 
not limitations in the subject's conscious
ness, would not accept such a definition. 

Inference is to be regarded less as 
an instrument giving knowledge than as 
a means of testing knowledi,::e receivt:d 
through other sources. Its principal 
function is that of providing comparisons 
betwet.>n truths received through the 
sources of pC'rception and the sacred 
texts. More especially is it USt'ful in 
corrobC"Jrating the-latter which are ful[ of 
apparent inconsistencies so that the 
truths contained in them can be dis
torted to suit any kind of sophistry. 

The sacred tc-xls like other inspired 
works prPsent apparently contradictory 
allegories. for while some imply differ
ence between the finite and the infinite, 
others suggest identity. MadhYa argues 
that peret:ption and inference brought 
to bear upon the Upanishadic texts 
proW'3 thPm in the majority of cases to 
favour dualism This causes him to take 
the revolutionary step, and without 
justification, of entirely changing the 
familiar " Tatwamasi " of the metaphys
ical dialogue between father and son in 
the Upanishadic legend, by giving it a 
negative interpretation. By thus render
ing it Atat-Twamasi, he conveys a sense 
of non-being to the universal affirmation 
of Spirit. which is not alone peculiar to 
Hindu philosophy. 

Even with the aid of perception and 
inference cerlain of the texts can clearly 
not be conwrted to the requirements of 
Madhva',; argument and no doubt thl' 

actual incon&istencies are the result of the 
paradoxical nature of truth itself which 
cannot he otherwise expressed than in 
paradox and arise like the utterances of 
religious prophets out o( the standpoints 
personal or imper:;onal from which they 
arc spoken. The necessity for the use 
of paradox is obvious and natural, for 
arguing along the lines laid down by 
Madhva himself a truth is at one time 
one thing and at another time another, 
being, in fact, a question of degree or 
stage of development. Madhva's con
tention amounts roughly to this--thc 
outer world is a reality one might add to 
be experienced, and in the light of this 
experience we are constantly modifying 
our views so that we find that what we 
formerly took for reality, was not reality 
but an illusion caused by lack of data, 
such as that of a belief in the sun rising 
and setting. Madhva does not apparent
ly regard this as illusion but ?.s knowl
edge repudiated by gr<.'.clter knowledge 
when we find that the sun does nor rise 
or ~t. It is therefore equally true to 
say the sun rises and sets as to ,say the 
sun does not rise or set ; the difference is 
only in degree of knowledge. Is it not 
then equally correct to proclaim identity 
and non-identity? 

Does not Madhva·:, argument there
fore, actually substanliate the illusionary 
nature of the universe rather than prove 
its reality a:, he rises through his differ
ent degrees of know!t'dge by means of 
clearer and cle;irer perception or under
standing, which shows past knowledge 
real enough at the time and upon its 
own plane of consciousness to become 
nothing else but illusion when looked 
back upon from the new vantage point 
attained? The whole field of experi
ence can, in fact, be argued either way, 
from that of illusion or from that of 
transitory changing knowledge. Madhva 
himself limits himself to the finite point 
of view ru.d by compressing knowledge 
within fixed limits, proclaims that real
ity can never be other than an eternal 
and irreconcilable duality. The very 
fact that the argument as such is con
ducted from the finite tpso facto limits 
his system and he cannot carry it for-
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ward to its final evolutionary stage of 
spiritual metamorphosis or union. 

A dualistic system naturally necessi
tates a devotional form of religion for 
the finite self is obliged to realize its 
entire dependence upon an imperialistic 
deity apart from and external to itsclf 
and uixm whose pleasure it depends. The 
soul in Madhva's theism is not a link 
between man and his greater Self. It 
and the world are dependent ncalitics 
upon God, the only independent and 
separate reality. Thtc soul can therefore 
only serve God ; it is incapable of be
coming united with Him although 
through individual percl'ption some par
ticular aspect of Hirn may be- intuitivl'ly 
realised. 

The rules for Vedantic debatl' as ap
proved by Madhvil a1e analysed by Dr. 
Sanna in a separate chapter. Discussion 
being regarded as "closely linked to 
rational reflt>etion upon tlw nature of 
God", serves as a form of mf'ditation 
Although the nature of Brahman can 
only be known through a study of the 
sacred texts, philo'Dphica! arguments are 
necessary preliminaries to a realization 
of the true relationship existing between 
the finite and the infinite. Knowledge of 

God thus acquired leads naturally to 
devotion and from devotion to spiritual 
practices by means of which, release from 
the bonds of sense may be attained. 

But released souls do not become either 
independent of God or united with God ; 
their duality. individuality, and even per
sonality, according to Dr. Sanna, 
continue in a state of blissful subordi
nation and service. Nor is this bliss 
the same for all, for there is no state 
of equality for released souls, the bliss 
of each being different from his neigh
bour's because innate and pa1ticular, and 
of different degree. This is a picture 
of an objective pluralistic world of differ
entiation limited to a conception of 
personal hanfamy through obedience to 
divine order. It is fmite in its concep
tion and represents a stage of progress 
ratlwr than finality. Ramakrishna puts 
the matter succinctly when speaking of 
Joana yoga he says. the Yogi "longs 
to realise Brahman God the Im
personal, the Absolute, and the Uncon
ditioned. But as a general rule, such a 
soul would do better, in this present 
age, to love, pray, and surrrndt'r him
self entirely to God." 

L. E. PARKER 

PSYCHIC WANDERERS 
[Bdnw we print reviews of two recent publications which deal with the 

technique of Yoga, 
The first volume i~ wiitten by an Englishman who has been sojourning in 

India going from one guru to another. 
The second is the work of an Indian who, in his visit to the West. is trying 

lo give the wisdom of Yoga a ~entif1c garb. 
We shall add to the strictures of our reviewns only that the yogic or p'>ychic 

practices suggf'5tN:! in both these volumes arc hii;;hly dangerous. The practice of 
psychic development without a proper grounding in spiritual philosophy, not to 
say an unfoldment of virtue~. is d;mi;;ernus both to physical and mental health. 
Neither by ~ture,; nor by breathing nerciS1•~ is ('J})ightenment to l"X' ohtaincrl. 
In the Yoi:::.1 '.'ch00I of Philo",(lphy of Patanjali. JX>Sturc its{'[f. Asana, is the third 
step and the first two steps of Yama and Niyama, of wh.1t shoulrl be avoided 
and what should be observed in life are i;:,:ivm. Treati,;es on the first two steps are 
much more needed for th;• m~dcm man than expositions about postnres and breath~, 
and concen!rntion.--~EDs.] 

The Quc$1 of the Oiwsd_f. By PAllL 
BRUNTON. (Rider and Co., London. 
15s.) • 

The ;mthor has written this book to 

make the knowkdgc hi: gatlwred in India 
available to the busy men nf the Wc;t, 
rtl the bidding of a force, he says, which 
he could not disobey, although he has 
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;1 di~likc for "being classed as a spiritual 
1l'achN, prophl't or mc,;sengcr ., The 
w11ter makes cxtrn.vagant claim,. 

·1·11e wriltT doc,; cl:!iin aftt>r long ~1urh
o( 1·arirm,; nJ;::<i ,;1stem5 and gnn,11~ pliilo~
ophc~. th:it their 111(H Yal11ab\· d,·nwn: 
I,;,~ h"('ll :cih,tr.i,-1\"d ;md inrol")lllr-ll\'<l in th(' 
p11 ,cnt work. Tlw par;1,:1«ph3 in 1hi, 
hoPk rany 1.1,,·ratinr; ,md 11·1·(']:1tory 

in the !ir,;( p;1n. the 1ni1cr tries to 
,lw1Y llia: thl' 1,•;-d '<elf !hrH· calkiJ the 
mnsrlfJ is diifr1-e11t from the hody 
,u1d J1'('nt;i! ,;l;1k,. :ind P1Tn tran,;q•nd-o 
n;n-cr,11~Cl<'llCJl( ~~ "J lw ;\r_l.'.Ullll'llt. )llU 

(Tfds m<>1c 01 1,,.,, along [;1milia1 V('(l;m 
tic line,. FI(•J11 tlw foci that 11w ;111thn1 
'.rcab (If the tmitary nat111c nl \lw '-'t'll 
:md ~:irs that co11'<.Cir.n1,;nc<;~ 1,; qur \Tty 

natuw at> W<'II ;1~ frnm thl' p;Hticulcn 
considnation~ he urge-,; to justify hi~ 
conclusion~. we arc led to think th,it 
he is trying to vxpre\ss Vedantic icka~. 

In the ~econd part. certain piactict's 
ar•~ presc1 ibed to hring about ;1 ,t;itl' 

of mental quid. and ultimately to arriv': 
at a kind of ~elf-realisation which will 
not only bring pc<1ce of mind but al:,n 
succeos and efficiency in worldly activi
ties. Sonw of these cxerci~. in\"Oh·ing 
control of breath and steady gaze, arc 
not uncommonly practised by pcork 
aspiring after self-realisation. But when 

1'vga: A 
By KOVOOR T 
( Martin Secker 
10s.6d.1 

Scie11tific Ei·aluation. 
8EHA:S.\:,.;, Pu. D 

and Warburg, London. 

The modnn ttndency i,; to bring cve1y 
branch of knowledge ir,to close contac1 
with Psychology, Psycho-analysis and 
Bf'haviourism. Dr. Behanan, a Travan
corcan by birth. working undtr tl·,L Yak 
Universitv Sterlin!; Fellowship. has 
endcavou;e<l in this ·yolume "to appraiSf' 
Yoga from the standpoint of science and 
\Vestern culture' Afkr c,:plaining 
the natttf\' and cliriraderistics of Puru
sha and Pr;ikriti as elaborated m 
S:mkhya and Yoga and pointing out 
the dit}m'll!ia of the Yogic dis
cipline m relation to Psychology, 
Psychic Research and Psycho-analysis 
m the first nme chapters, the 

the writer wws on to td! u~ in a!! 
scnousness tlwt " the Ov('fcdf 1s 
situated in the righ1 Ycntrich· of tlw 
h\'art, mote them a11 inch to 1hr righ1 
of the bodr's n:rr:li;m lirn·.. imd 1ll<1t 
con~ciousnc~,; r;m come mto touch with 
it and by a little jlffS"llH' cm O]Wrl lhl' 

\·;d\-<'-likl' ripening in lhr 01 r1 • t lf-atom 
which i~ do'-'l'd for !T'o~t nwn. '"'' rctdly 
hq;in to wnndN 11·hat rxactly he can 
l1'1(krs:;,nd hy sdf n1 conscio11'll(':,;s \Ve 
kno\\' that in Vrrl:mtic litrrnllltl' tlw ~If 
is; ~n1m·timr-" dt•s;nihnl ;i~ 1e~iding in 
tlw tw;11\. Hut such rkscription 10. 

;1hny~ taki·n lo lw nwtaphy'-Tr:!L tile 
i,nlf hdng nmcei\('d <h fire f1orn all 
sr;1t1a\ drte1minat10n, 

The writn ha~ the !ugh ;um nl help 
1111; m:ink1wJ in its pre~enl slak of un" 
J('st, ;-iicd thnf' c,1n he nothing- nbjectinn
;1hk 111 his pr0pnunding a ,ystcm of 
tl1onghl and practin· which, in his 
('Jm11(111, \Yill hrin<: abf'ut tlw ck<:ircd n.'· 
sult. Bui wh,·n h" wanh no. to lake 
wh;,t lw heh offnvd in the b,i,1k as the 
qui'ltcs·-('l\Ct pf Oriental wisdom. 
"insri1ed wi•ll twentieth crntllry frcsh
nt'o-S ", \\T r;-innol but think that rithr1 
he llas bcm misie'l by his t(,;1chers or 
he h;1s misunderstcw,<l them complrtc
\y 

R. DAS 

author ha~ given in the next three 
an account of somr significant Yogic 
postures ( Asanas l. varieties of breath
ing ( Pranaynma l and exercises in con
centration. In the final chapter "An 
Appraisal" of Yoga is ~ssayed. of course 
in thP ligh1 of scientific investigation. 

Ccrnplcte n,sidueless riddance of 
1\1:rnru. of all potentialities of the mis
chief of rebirth, is the goal nf Yoga. 
The goal cmmot be whittled down in 
:1~y manner. I am, thert>forl', unable 
to accept the \'C'rdict of Dr. Behanan 
that " It o!fers a practical program for 
thr attainment of ... an enviable frame 
of mind not .easily perturbed by 
emotional conflict8". Whether yoga 
should be evaluated according to criteria 
drawn from laboratory ,ciences ground
<'d on the deification of methods of 
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quantitative analysis and verification is 
still an open quesl ion. However that 
may lw. Dr. Behanan's control over the 
Yo!,!;a texts is not quite (irm. (1) "In 
Ujjayi one is told that cltin•lock is. 
formed" {p. 20-1) but on p. 206 wi: 

read that chin-lock etc., "are mwidcd .. _ 
(Italics mine.) ( 2J "Bha~rika" 1-· 

throughout incorrc>etly spelt •• Bhas
trika '' /31 "Tlw di~tin;.;uishin!: 
feature··, ob~nw·s Dr. lklwnan. "of 
Suryabhcdam1, in short, is the use of 
the 1ight nostril for lmlh inh:da1ion 
3nd exh,ilatin;1 ". iltalics mine). But 
this nms dirfftly c,nmtn IP the acc1mnt 
in /IG/h(I-Yngr.•-T'1a1hepiko, ;1n;:.-m1in!,!; tn 
which exlrnlatinn should be by iht lefl 
11ostriL (" nThayt'1- lcl:i~0:-1 p. 2:~. 
P;mini 0/tice Edition. Allah,1baril. 

My rcmi1ks shou!rl be understood 
more to illustrntc the difficulties one is 

The Lrgacy of A.1ia and Westem Man. 
By ALAN W. WATTS, (Murray, London. 
6s.) 

The author writes with one deiinite 
aim-to relate Christianity and Western 
Culture with the religious experience of 
the East. The nerd for this re-vitali" 
sation is imperatiw. The dangPr for the 
West, Mr. Watts cogently argues, arises 
from its unrestricted Rationalism or Hu
manism-a legacy of the Renaissance. 
This consists in understanrling- realitr, 
spirit and life, mediately, externally, in 
terms of the opposites, good 2nd evil, the 
"I" and the" not-I" etc." And in terms 
of Op))OSites :-ilone nothing is ever 
solved." 

Christianity has bcc-n unable to resolve 
this op~ition, because of ib " drficient 
-rcli1!;ious technique". "It is too much 
inclined to offer supposed historical facts 
as a meam of salvation". The religions 
of As.ia-Ved3nt,i, Buddhism ;md Tao• 
ism-place " no trust i~ historical 

bound to feel in the interpretation of 
the Yog;:i technique, than to belittle or 
(]isp;ir;i_,:e the undoubted value of the 
nvc~tigations conducted by Dr. Beha
nan under scientific control. Even in the 
1:mr! of its birth, the Yoga-discipline 
h:1-; f;ilh•n mi evil clays, ;ind I have 
!w:nd of complaints voiced in the 
:\inc1ican P1css ;:1~ainst "this Yoga 
h<.1·,1m::'<'> .. which havP had some reper
rn,~ions m the Indian Press as well. 
()uirk 1etutns, in the shape of economic 
Y;\h,e ;iricl comf(•rlahle life value, can
l'nt k:: ('XjlPclrd after the pursuit of a 
f(",'.• <dd pn~tnu"' cind practices of brea:th
cont:ol. This truth should be plainly 
lolrl by author;; like Dr. Behanan who 
m,1y he ,:m:i<)i!'-' to popularis.c the psycho
physical ;mr\ ncuro-muscular discipline 
of J!c1!ha Yng;i,, in the West. 

R. NAGA RAJA 5ARMA 

0.venls, and precisely through their very 
full descriptions of spiritual technique 
we are enabled to understand the Chris
tian allegory in a new and more satis
factory way". Notwithstanding differ
ences in detail, these religions show us 
the Middle Way to transcend the 
opposites through the realisation of one's 
inherent union with all reality. This is 
not a return to Nature, but a re-cognition 
of one's nature as Infinite. Anomalous 
as it may seem, "we are to become what 
we are". 

One thing in this admirable book I 
demur to accept. The author says : 
" SU.nyata ( this applies to Brahman also) 
is neither of the pairs of opposites but 

the two taken together". This is 
very much like the familiar Hegelian 
Dialectic. The rejected rationalism has 
found entry by the back door. Take away 
the opposition between pleasure and 
pain. the 'I' and the 'not-I', can we 
still retain them as two? 

T. R. V. MURTI 
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The Book of Songs. Translated from 
the Chmcsc by ARTHUR WALEY. (George 
Allen and Unwin, London. 10s. 6d.) 

Many of us owe to Mr. Arthur Waley 
our first acquaintance with the literature 
of the Far East. It is now almost twenty 
years since he issued "A Hundred and 
Seventy Chinese Poems··, instantly estab
lishing himself as the most attractive 
interpreter of Chinese poetry in England 
and, very likely, in the world. Earlier 
translators or Anglidsts ( for ~ime of u~ 
did not know a word of ChineSe) had 
always Europeanised the originals, intro
ducing wmds and phrases which had 
strong English as~iciations. Mr. Waley 
was manifestly so sound a scholar thnt, 
in 1918, the literary world of London 
recognised at once that now or never it 
might really be able to relish the flavour 
of Chine&' poetry : but Mr. Waley 
possessed also an ear for rhythm and a 
ft'{'ling for English words which none of 
his forerunners had revealed. The plain, 
pure, cadenced prose which he used has 
been richly and rightly praised. \V{' 

ought to be proud of" our Mr. Waley· 
He is a literary artist and also as expert 
a Sinologist, we may surmise, a& any man 
now living. Even the great Professor 
Giles had net this rloubk equipm('Dl. 
Moreover, as though Chinese were child"s 
play, Mr. Waley proceeded to master 
Japanese,- how greatly to our benefit 
every reader of "The Tale of Genji" will 
admit. 

In this new book there are close u1xm 
three hundred {X)Cms. I notice in them 
a device of repeating Jines and phrase~. 
almost as they arc repeated in a ,·i
J;me!k, which I had not hitherto obserwrl 
in Chinrse poetry. These rcpclition~ me<) 
have be,,n aids to memory, as in our old 
ballads, or they may have been fashion
able tricks of style during a cNtain 
pniod. So far as I can recall. tht>y do 
not ch«ra(tcri~r- the work of Po Chu-i 
or I. i Po. I wish that Mr W;,i]ry had 
rnmm1,nlcd upon 1hl'm in hi~ intro
<l11ction. 

There is nothing in this book so tender, 
human and poignant as the poems of Po 
Chu-i : but no translator can be expected 
to reveal a new first-rate pod every ten 
years. We find here many of the quali
ties which we have learned to associate 
with Chinese poetry : low-pitched emo
tion, a symbolical use of images from 
Nature (Mr. Waley i~ invaluable as an 
interpreter of these) and a concern with 
mundane matters. Chine;;.e poets, like 
lapwings, fly close to the ground. Some
times they are perilously prosaic ; and it 
is this characteristic which has given a 
chance to Mr. Waley\ parodists. Con 
sider, for example, the anticlimax in the 
following lamentation : 

Oh. the flowers of the bignonia, 
Gorgeous is their yellow ! 
The wrrows of my ht'art. 
How they ,;tab '. 
Oh, the flowtrs of the bi)(nonia, 
And its leave,; so thick ! 
Had I known it would be like thi,;, 
Better that I should never have been born ! 
.'\s often as a ewe has a ram's head, 
A~ often a,; Orion is in the Plciads. 
Do people to-day, if they find food at all, 
Get a chance to cat their fill. 
On the other hand, there is dl't:P hush-

ed emotion in the lines :
If along the highrnad 
I caught hold of your ~ken,, 
Do not hate me : 
Old ways take time to overcomr 
If along the highwad 
I caught hold of your hand. 
Do not be angry with me ; 
Friendship takes time to overcome. 

I do not know whether it is th:-it theoc 
poems have ]€$S emotional quali1y th1a 
tho.."'l<' of some later periods or whether 
Mr. Waley, always abreast of modernity, 
has become increasingly shy of emotion 
in literatute: but these poems seem to 
me not to have quite the beauty of his 
,earlier specimens. They will, however, 
have an intense interest for any student 
of ancient customs. 

The puhli1her supplies. at 4.~. 6d., a 
supplement which deals with points in 
the Chinese text. 

CLIFFORD BAX 
• 
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Clwrlrs 
Man. By 
Routledge 
15s.) 

Darwin: The Fragmentary 
GEm'FREY WEST. (George 
and Sons, Ltd., Londm, 

Scientists are difficult subjecls for 
biography, engrossed us they so often 
are in some special line of rrsearch 
intelligible only to wme other specialist. 
Yet there hav~ been one or two great 
scientists who were not only acute ob
servers of natural phenomena but daring 
synthesisers. And of these Charles Dar
win was for the modern world perhaps 
the most significant. Since the issue, 
however, fifty years ago, of his son's 
life and letters of his father, no full
length biography of him in English has 
appeared. But this deficiency has 
now been :,oundly and generously 
made good by Mr. Geoffrey West. 
His biography is one which may 
be commended equally to those who 
value the domestic details of a great 
man's life, to the student of scientific or 
unscientific mind who wants a clear, 
particular record of just how Darwin 
came to build up his theory of evolu• 
tion, and to the questioner of that theory 
who wishes to have it viewed not only 
as a scientific hypothesis, but in its SO· 
cial, individual, and spiritual implica• 
tions, by one who is sensitively aware of 
the barbarism which onesided thinking 
has brought on the world. 

Instead, however, of continually in· 
sinuating criticism into his narrative in 
the form of Stracheyan irony. Mr. West 

The Road lo India. 
MORAND. ( Hodder and 
London.) 

By PAUL 
Stoughton, 

This is a book which I should like 
to see in every High School and College 
library, as well as in the public libraries. 
I have not come across a more pleasing 
introduction to the relatioiis past and 
present between the nations touchin.e; 
upon the three routes to India-by sea, 
land and air. 

To those who have not actually seen 
the places whiah the author describes in 
connection with the thre.e routes ( such 

has wisely concentrated most of ,it in 
a final section entitled " Commentary ". 
And while his comments both on the 
degree of Darwin's disinterestedness and 
tlw relation between Darwinism and nine• 
teenth-century industrialism are pen. 
etrating and of grave contemporary mo· 
ment, they do not prevent his 
recognising in Darwin a great man and 
finding him in his life and family circle 
a very likeable one. And perhaps the 
most notable quality of a biography 
which bear,; on every page the impress 
of a remarkable integrity in the sifting 
of innumerable facts 1s the skill with 
which he has interwoven the homely de
tails of Darwin's life with the pattern 
of his development as a naturalist from 
the voyage in the " Beagle " to the 
publication of the Origin of Species. 
What makes the story more interesting 
is the marked element of apparent chance 
which entered into it. But if the threads 
which drew Darwin to his destiny were 
"extraordinarily tenuous .. , Mr. West 
has traced them with an admirable 
lirmness and delicacy from the first 
meeting of his grandfathers Josiah 
Wedgwood and Erasmus Darwin {and 
of the latter he gives us an absorbing 
full length portrait l to the funeral near
ly a century and a half later in the 
Abbey, If the book has a fault it is a 
little too industrious. But it fills a 
gap in modern biography which needed 
filling and which could hardly be filled 
better. 

HL'GH I'A. FAUSSET 

as Malta, Alexandria, the Nile, Suez, 
and the Red Sea J:Drts, on the maritime 
route ; Petra, Palmyra, Antioch, Alku• 
wait. Abadan, Baghdad and Basra on 
the land route ; and Cyprus, Rhodes, 
'Palestine and Brindisi on the air rout~) 
the author\, word-sketches, though ex
ceedingly penetrating and clever, may 
convey only vague pictures, except to 
minds sophisticated in travel. But this 
volume is only secondarily a travel book 
Taken in its predominant feature it gives 
the political situation(using the term in 
its broadest sf'nse) at every important 
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place on the three roads to India, with 
ever and anon an amusing glance at the 
mannerisms of body and mind of the 
peoples involved. The book is packed 
with infommtion. 

In one of the most intert:Sting group 
of sketches the story of the Isthmus of 
Suez and the Suez Canal from most 
ancient times is told with great clear -
ness, yet in the briefest form. In that 
spot, which was the very centre of the 
diplomacy of the ancient world, more 
history will have to be written thilty 
years from now, when the lease will ex
pire and the Canal will pass into the 
hands of Egypt. V✓ho will then try to 
conquer Egypt, and in whom will she 
place lwr trust ? 

Von HUgel and Tyrrell : The Story 
of a Friendship_ By M. D. PETRE. 
(J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd., London. 
7s. 6d.) 

The responsibility of age to youth is 
never greater than in the relationship 
between teacher and pupil, especially 
when the teacher, reared in Teutonic 
schools of reasoning whert thf' soul's 
mystic tendencies find scant air to 
breathe, reaches hb own limit of expan• 
sion. Firmly ,,e-t in hi,; convictions, lw 
~ceks young, plastic minds in wliic!t to 
plant the -.,[1-ds gauwn·d froin hi,; lif, 
of thought, tht'n' to watt'r and pruted 
them alld bring thtr;l t,1 u kn·a!t.'r statt
"f perfecti,m. Eag\·rly Jw murk" out 
one oi \W(! 111 whom tlie firt's pf idt'al
i"m lmrn bright an<l tl1l~ breath 
of who,,e Juuthful u1tliusi:.i:-;m 11,;;y fan 
to /lame hi~ wldly rl·a~rn1ccl faith. 

T!ii-.; w11t·spo11Ut'llet· of Baron Von 
llii¥,d :uid Fatlll"f Tyrrell n·vt":1ls the 
Baron\; gh,w of happy salii,fat.:lion ai, !it" 
watches the brilliant and. at Jir-;t, the 
joyous unfoldment of his own ideas in 
the mind of his receptive Celtic protCge. 
The hl·avy intelleetual vision of the old. 
t·r man blinds him to the dangers that 
i.x:'.set the course of his fiery, daring 
pupil. Spurred on by Von Hiigel's 
moments of rdigious mysticism. Tyrrdl 
risks hi~ all in the name of truth a~ hf' 

The author's style is gr2..phic. It 
-caused me to halt for a moment when 
I read : " The first gesture made by 
Indians is the sign of the Cross··. One 
rarely sees that in India. But in the next 
moment I rcmemb::re<l that the author 
is thcre wr'iting of the Memorial 
Yionument to the J ndian dead which 
stands at the sollth end of the Suez 
Canal-his tir~t introduction to the 
Indians on his way to India was this 
memorial to those who had fallen in the 
protection of the Cana!. 

The whole book has a vitality and 
clearness which do credit even to the 
Ftcnch mind. It is well printed on good 
paper. and fully provided with maps. 

ERNESJ' Worn, 

conceivu it, nor will he lend an ear to 
the warnings of his more worldy-wise 
counsellor and friend. Only wiwn it is 
too late to alter Tyrrdl's couisc does 
Von Hiigcl tin<l himself alone on the 
sand-banks of his own settled creed 
whence he watches his t'rstwhi!t pupil 
s.dl reckk~sly und,·r ful!-spH·ad canva:,; 
to atlack ll1t> Pop,· himself. In the in 
l"Vitable cra;h on !lit' rocks o! tht· 
e~tabli,.ti,d urdl·r. Youlll lriumplis uwr 
<·xcon!TnlltHcation. o~trnci:-;m anrl de::i.th 
wl1ill' /\g,· look~ lwlph·~~ly 011 f1um its 
],,ndy Sl'CUl"l!y. 

Sucli 1s tlil• ;;lory li::n·d 111 tlrn; lXH· 
H.,pnnd(-n.:,·. brilliat1tly !1,t,.,Jlectual and 
111(,:JH:'!y human in JMlb. though tlw 
cd,i,,rns 1;u~t·d by th,· Modt·rni~t I\1ow,
m1·11t owr t11w~tiuns 1Jt Homan C<1!holk 
llly~tiri~!ll, d,)_L!;m:1, :1uthority and CX
conmnmicatiou :ire 110\ uf univN~al in
te1 l"··'. Tilt compil\'I has uv,-rlookt·<! 
llw l;;((n bd, t:1ki11g loo nmd1 foi 
g1·;1u(1ctl tlic rt'<.tder"s intimate ,1cqnain
tance with (he background of t!w 
Idlers. Ikr all too few conm1cnts me 
n,cl-:'t mlighkning, but in her enthusia~m1 
to pul brfo~(" the world the cnrrespon
dnm~ of th('se two flJl'n whom shC' loves 
and admires, she has unden:-;timatcd 
the importance of her own rti!e and has 
dfaced twrsdf to<) much. 

J)_ C. T 
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Jatadharan and Otht'r Stories. By 
K. s. VENKATARAMANI. (Svetaranya 
Ashrama, Mylapore, Madras. Rs. 1-8) 

Many of the stories in this collection 
by the author of Paper Boals arc not 
really stories in the conventional sense, 
but rather charactcr-skctchcs, drawn 
with skill. Behind the apparent, casual 
portrayal we can di~cern the exquisite 
touch of the artist. 

"Jatadharan ,, is the strangely mu\·ing 
story of a pockmarked young man ; a 
B.A. with a triple first class, who 
spurned the offer of a "nice job in the 
Government Secretariat at .Madras" to 
devote fifty yems of his life as a pial 
schoolmaster in his village. Tlwre is no 
bitterness in his heart because of his 
hideously pockmarked face, nor is he 
prompted by any ponduous motives of 
self-sacrifice; he givc-s his life for the 
education of th::: ragged village children 
whom he cannot bear to ~te wasting 
their time, almost without knowing that 
he is making a real sacrifice. It is a 
bi:autifully told story with a profound 
streak of pathos. 

Brahmananda Keshav : His Li}e and 
Works. By PREii! SU'.',;DER BASU. (To 
be had of the Author, Bhaga!pur. 
As. 12.) 

There have been many forces at work 
to improve Hinduism during the last 
hundred years, prominent among them 
being the Thoosophical Movement of 
Madame Blavatsky, the Ramakrishna
Vivekananda Movement and the in
fluence of Mahatma Gandhi. The influ
ence of the Brahmo-Sam,1.j has not been 
very significant, though as a corrective 
of certain evils in Hindu society, its 
services have been valuable. 

Its claim to be an independent univer -
sal religion is debatable. Its .fundamen
tal doctrines arc : (1) That intuition i;; 
the highest source of ~piritual knowledge, 
( 2) That revelation is the basic 
authority in religion, U1 J Belief in an 
impersonal and kind Almighty, (4) 

The other stories-there are nine al· 
together-are not entirely dis.similar m 
theme and as the author says " I am 
myself surprised to find that almost 
every story, each written at different 
intervals of tin:e, ends in a pial school." 
There arc no sudden contrasts and each 
story seems, at times, either to be in
s;1ired by the preceding one, or to have 
been cvolw .. -d around characters who 
iuwe much in common. For a collection 
of short stories this is a manifest dis
ability. 

But Mr. Venkataramani writes with 
exquisite grace and as Mr. Raghunathan 
rightly remarks. m his Foreword 
"Vcnkataramani's talent i» e,,sentially 
lyrical". There are harmony and music 
in hi,; prose. His similes are Indian 
but he occasionally indulges in meta
phors too abstract for the ordinary lay
man ; still there -are no harsh or dis
cordant notes. His :;ketches of viJlagc life 
an.· rrvtialing without being unkind ; and 
he writes with a sympathy and an under -
standing of his own people which, I 
think, is the secret of his charm. 

ENVER KUREISHI 

Fatherhood of God and brother -
hood of man, ( 5) Equality of all 
men and abolition of caste, (6) Belief 
in atonement along with belief in Karma, 
(7 J That man's duty is to realise God, 
( 8 J That social reform should be based 

rn1 religious motives and (9) Insistence 
on the performance of a few ceremonie;; 
;i,nd ritu;i,ls. 

The Theism of the Brahmo-Samaj is 
a faint replica of Christian Theism. In 
Jw!ia the schools of Ramanuja and 
Madhva haYe developed genuine schools 
of Theism bc"ide which the Theism of 
the Brahmo-Samaj hardly deserves the 
name. The Heavenward movement of 
the soul and the doctrine of 
atonement reached by the leader of 
the Brahmo-Samaj ,ire like most Chris
tian missionary preaching-very dull 
and sadly ineffective. 

P. NAGARAJA RAO 
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Masle1 Hung: The Story oj Con
fucius. By C\RL CROW. (Hamish 
I larni!ton, Ltd"' London. 12s. 6d.) 

This book ~hould command a wide 
and grateful public. Confucius is s11c

ce:osfully brought to life. This is wd
crnm· foi more than one reason. Con
fucianism i.,; not a religion and Confu
cius wac rathc-r a moralist of genius 
w'10 bid do,Yn an <11i of l'thic& of such 
-,,;1.gacity that it is treasured to this day. 
Confuciu . .; --a Chinese Socr<•ll's- L ft 
li>c god,: wht:rc he founJ them, made 
c,) l':>..tra·;agant claims for himself. and 
(Ii(: Ji,Jt ;1sk nu:·c from others than it 
,·d'm, d ruf~ibh-' lO ex1wcl. His gcriius 
in thP rille of ethical lawgin·r is ex
l'mpli:licd n')l only by his reply to the 
c1ucs\1()n ;1:1 to whdhn one should re
turn l'\·il 1..-ith _gcnd ( "N\I, with ju,-tice'') 
but Ly the fact lhat whrn he had the 
chanct' to gnvcrn a tuwn, he dirl not co
dify ;u1y l;-w:c:.. I;e saw !hat law must 
be· ar, arl continually changing to meet 
l"l'Cjll'lt'llklltS. Thus whrn the moncy
knde1·,; lwcctme too avaricious or the 
mcrch:rnt-.. became t! ~1 prosperous an 
edict wrmlcl be 1sqm:l --" You usurers 
rnu~l not be too hard on the farmers•· 
or "Y,1u nwrchants must not wear silk 
gmvns 

But lw d1J rl'Jt !in:: tv Sf'C his teach
ing make ::ny head\,·ay. lie wao. cast 
into c:,il'.' In an hour of bitterness 
he s;id, .. Tiw S:1gc suffers because he 

J'l1r J),,1,('!op1;1mt oj Buddhi.1,n i11 
Englaud. By CHRJ'-.BJA~ Hv:,.1PllR!cYS. 
M.A.. LL.R (The Buddhist Lodg•i, 
Londo:1). 

This bcoklet g11;c;, a brief history of 
the dcvclnpmmt of Buddhi 0t thought ill 

England and other countries. \Vhat has 
bl'~'l dorn· in England fer the &preacl of 
Buddhism is prai~e\rnrthy. Besides the 
publications of the Pc1li Text Societ/, 
the invaluable service& renderM by di:;
tinguished savants and societies hc1Yc 
been wC'll rccrnded in this little treati,2. 
\Ve n·gret very much the discontinuancr• 
of the nrg.1n d the Buddhist Scc,rty 1)f 

Great Britain and Irrlaml. which rl'dly 
contains many thought-provoking artide; 
on Buddhism. A. C. ?'.larch's mosl 

r,1u~t \,:;a\·e the world with the convic
tion that :dtn his death his name will 
no'l be' ml'ationed. The path \vhich I 
h,we laid out is not travclbl and will 
~cnn be> obscured by weeds and grass. 
Thrnugh 11 hat shall I be known to ]Xl$

terity?" But Carl Cruw makes it clear 
huw in his teachings to his disciples as 
wdl :is in lhc vx:unph' of his life he had 
set a st::rnd:1rd of ethics and conduct 
which wou]rl b:: handd down from father 
u·. 6:n ::n,l from teacher to pupil through 
succeeding gcncr.1Lions. "In his mod
f'Sty lw k,d n<J idea that the pure 
lig11t o( hi b~nic;-n iufluence \\"OU]d fall 
'Hl countlL,s millions of his countrymen 
;1c1d after a l;1p~c of more than two 
thousand yvars be a potent factor in the 
li1'~S of the n}()st populous people on 
~he globe.' 

The ,;11 lu,:o of this excelk-nt volume 
atT fourf,_,]d : it r-;ives us all th1_• facts we 
want to kn:1\\" cuncerning l\lastrr Kung's 
life fr1•m hrih to ,kath; it hi.!manises 
1vithoul "1-::pub1i~ing" the man; it 
1-!;iws us nrnny _gems of dramatic con
\·c1·~alion ; and it does not neglect to 
i:;n fully inlo ]fr, teaching. .~t the md 
t,( il ,,..e ha;e a clear picturl' of the ugly 
l1.~u11: :nd the beautiful spirit of the 
111,1:i \\"ho , ·:~nt himsdf attacking the 
c!l;m1s ;:mr.\ the insincerities of life in a 
country -.de. re most of life was made up 
011 in~inci:•tics at1d fharns. 

J. S. CoLLIS 

valm:lile Buddhist Bibliograpity is no 
rlo...1bt a gm1.t guide in the stm!y of Bud
dhism. Tlw Anf1gii.rika Dhrnrn:.q1ftla did 
much for the propagation of B<il!dhi'.ot 
faith in Ergland, India and Cey!,m. Tbr; 
Bulletin of the Buddhist I.odgc, kncwn 
.1'i E:11ldhi>m in Eugland, materially 
helps the progress of Buddhism. We 
must not forget the yeoman service rlone 
by the Young \,Jen's Buddhi~t Assoria
tio:i of cn,at Britc1.in and Irdand. Jt 
must be ~mitted that none h:is rfone S'.) 
much for Buddhism as T. W. Rhys 
Davids and C. A. •F. Rhys David,:., who 
rcallv have 1ccovercd the lost ~rcasurc of 
Bud(Jhism buried in manu~cripls. TJ,,, 
book under review rcc<1rds the death of 
the Anftgftiika Dharmap§Ja, Ellam, Mrs. 
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Foster, T. W. Rhys Davids, Mills, Balls, 
Holmes and others. Several passing ref
erences to scholars of Burma and Ceylon 
are made but nothing about India, which 
we regret very much. The author ought 
to have mentioned the nam,:3 of Sir 
Ciiar!es E_!iot, Trcnckner, Clough, Turn-

The Secret Traditio;1 in Fieemasonry. 
By A. E. \\TAITE, Litt. D. (Rider and 
Co., London. £2-2.) 

Through the jungle of documentary 
history rdating to Freemasonry Dr. 
Waite lias for many years bicen a com
petc:it guide. In this c.ncyclopredic work 
he asks Brethrm to travel with him in
to the region of Emblematic Frc-cmas
onry, which, "in its valid anr.l highest 
understanding is spiritual architecture". 
He has written for advanced students, 
for whom .. the Masonic concern is a 
Mystical IIow;e ". He is not unaware of 
the "cloud of false witnesses", against 
whom he sternly warns the student. In 
his judgment, "the Secret Tradition in 
Freemasonry was obviously built up 
piecemeal after various manners", and 
the whole Secret of Masonry ... is 
Cltrislus Intus ". So far as Ritualised 
Freemasonry is concerned, Dr. Waite 
adduces. evidence which goes to show 
that it arose from those who were ac
quainted with the Sernt Tradition of 
Kabbalism ; but he notes a tendency to 
depend upon the narrative of Holy 
Scripture. There are some chapters on 
the Higher Degrees, the lesson derived by 
the lec1meJ author being " that those who 
would add to the Ritual Memorials of 
Secret Dectrine- as implied and exprc~s
ed, for example, in the Craft Degrrcs
should bf' either in the Chain of Tradi
tion, or ~:1ould be animated at least by 
the spirit which rules therein ". He has 
an adequate answer for those who start 
at the shadows of secret 1.onspiracies 
under lVIasonic oaths, and who fail to 
realise. or resolutely ignore, the real fount 
and origin of the muddy waters that 
have so often defiled the pure stream of 
Truth. • 

Jt would be an impertinence to essay a 

our, Bendall, Pischel, Minayeff, Olden• 
berg, Kern Carpenicr, Windisch, Childers 
a:1d Geiger who have contributed much 
to the study of Buddhism. It is not an 
exliauslivc treatment of the subject but 
we believe thal it may be found useful 
for the purpo~e for which it is intended. 

B.C. LAW 

prc;~er criticism of Dr. Waite's erudite 
tht:~is in a brid rtc\·icw of this nature. 
Ncvertfwkss, a survt;y of the field of 
]\'fa.sonic history and speculation still 
[flints inevitably to questions that have 
frcqw,ntly beea askl'd anJ for too long 
have remained unanswered. Docs Free
nwsonry inherit the Secret \Visdom? Is 
l\lasonry Jchovistic or Pagan? Is the 
·' \Vmd" (of the Initiates into the 
Secret Tradition) really in the pooses
sion of Frrcmasons ? \Vas Masonic 
Ternplarism, in a very large degree, 
derivablcc from ]c.-suit machinations? 
\Vas Elias Ashrnolc "the last of the Rosi
crucians and alchemists", and is it true 
that "not until about 30 years after his 
dc:ith " did modern Freemasonry sec the 
light? (Cf. Isis Unueiled, by H. P. 
Blavatsky--Nc-w York and London, 
1877). These, and cognate issues, 
lia\'c yet to be determined satisfact
orily by scholarship. But the logic of 
events remains, and will ultimately res
cue and throw into proper relief calum
niated reputations of departed Brethren. 

We arc witnessing to-day more than 
one exploration of diverse avenues of 
escape from the deeply felt fevers of 
civilization, and m~ny arc the altars and 
•;:mctuarit:s where may be heard the peti
tions of bewildered souls. The Candidate 
L; testL-d in the darkness of his own 
psyche. If he stumble, he need not be 
afraid, provided he is guided by "the 
dim star that burns within". But he 
must know, in his own heart and mind, 
that he has sought admission at the right 
door ; the lodge is not to be discovered 
by any outward sound. In remote an
tiquity, the foundation sto:ne of the true 
Mysteries was laid by the Brothers. In 
these days it may be said, with evident 
certitude, that while the office of secrecy 
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has Ix-en more or Jess preserved in its 
iri•cgrity, the knmvledgc which, in olden 
, 1?.ys. that sccm:y was designed to con
~c:\T in the hands of the faithful, has 

The Pa/mcy mid Fascism. By F. A. 
H!DIX.Y. ( :\la:tin &ckcr and \V,irburg 
Ltd., London. Gs.) 

F. A. l{iJlvy',; work is of a kind that 
rncds to IJ,, looked at with some care 
if its sp( ci.il significance is nut to be 
mis:>ed. lk come., from outside of the 
traditional culture of the English ruling 
classes. That means that he lacks many 
1hi,1gs wlnch they h;ive by right of in
lwritantt'. llis scholarship has no con
fident SWL,'jl, but then it is his own in 
so fai a,; scholar:;hip e\'C'r can b€. It 
lwars the marks of a lonely strnggle, a 
struggle for knowledge almost unaided 
by any sucial force but one', yet that 
one fo,ce i~ the sudden ncc.ed which the 
world's di~mhcrited have of explaining 
themsdvc~ to themselves in their own 
terms, to k1und or recall their own trad
ition,, and it can be trrmendous when 
it stirs. Unkss one remembers this the 
book may be unfairly judged. 

For instance, Mr. Ridcly is very con
scious of the purely oppressive powrr 
of the Roman Church. He tends to sec it 
alway~ under the sign of its evil star, as 
a manipulator of power-policies and 
strategies, the contractor of "Holy" 
allianCes \Yilh temporal forcrs. This 
may easily S{'em crude or unfair in a 
historical survey. For history is written 
now with an exquijte sense of the value 
of institution,;, and of the sadness in 
their decay. But Ridley is writing for 
propk who cannot have that sense, 
since the pre-condition of their interest 
in books is a re-birth of consciousness 
which shows up their own recent past 
as a dark and shamdul period in which 
neither they nor their surrogates played 
any honourable r6le. For them, history 
when it records ruling institutions must 
never lose sight of their contemporary 

been Jost or withdrawn. We have there
fore to relracc our steps and st.'t'k once 
again that "Mystical House" which is 
the Sccret Doctrine of all the ages. 

B. P. HOWELL 

efkcl, which from the point of view of 
the disinherited is oppre,;;;ion. They 
deserve, and should have, only a neg
alive and antipathetic description. To 
the re-born, the long processes of dis
'::>olution arc not to be meditated u1,on ; 
tlle1r history is essentially that of the 
l'm!ier eras of re-birth, each rather 
isolakd from the processes and miracu
lous, like little myths. 

:'.\-fr. Ridley"s book comes into the 
first category. Yd it would not be the1e 
at all if the second did not exist 
latent If. l k analyses the worst side of 
the Roman Church because he believes 
tlrnl it is that side we are likely to see 
most of in the ensuing decades. Many 
times, he shows that church has bt,,cn 
faced with a cn~is such as the present 
spread of socialism is bringing it to, and 
altlJGugh as a hody claiming high reli
gious ir,spiration it ought to be able to 
appeal directly to thf' weak and de
fenceless, relying on their judgment, 
actually it i~ most apt to ally itself with 
the most brutal of worldly powers. At 
the time of the Rcfom1ation, this was 
its strategy. To-day, it is already to be 
found intriguing with the forces of 
Fa~cism. The evidence here clearly pres
ented is well worth considering, for the 
existc:nce of contradictory aims within 
the Fascist alliance, as those of Roman 
Catholics and Nazis in present-day 
Germany, may lead us to forget the 
degrc~ to which they work together. And 
forget too, that not only those who think 
they serve a church or a nation, but all 
who take their stand beside some long
proclaimed JXlwer against the emergent 
new life are committed to alliances they 
would not have chosen for themselves. 
That is an old strn;,y, ever-new. 

JACK COMMON 

• 



CORRESPONDENCE 

THE /1.BSOLUTE ,\ND 'flj\JE 

In a discussion on Professor G. R. 
Malkani's article on "Parabrahman, the 
Absolute, in Indian Philosophy" (THE 
ARYAN PATH, July 1930, Vol. I, No. 7 ! 
the question arcsc : " What is the pur -
pooe of Involution and Evolution 1i 
everylxxly's Self is the One Self or the 
Absolute?" 

What would be your answer. or Profes
sor Malkani's? 

Holland F. V. 

We start with the supposition that 
the only reality is the Absolute, and 
further that this Absolute can only be 
described as the true ultimate Self of 
everything that is. The question that 
we shall consitjcr is, arc the pro..:C;sse~ 
in time, the processes of evolution and 
involution, quite meaningless and 
purposeless? It is undeniable that we, 
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placed in time. Can this be wholly 
without a purpose? Thus the same 
question can be raised on both cosmo
logical and ethical grounds. 
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It ,is more reasonable to suppose that 
the processes in time are alternately 
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Being in time cannot be perpetually on 
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when the goal was once reachrd. The 
only movement possible afltr this stage 
would be retrogressive. And this bring:, 
us back to the nolion of cycles. We 
thus find that the notion of f'volution
ary and in'40lutionary processes in 
time is not consistent with that of pur -

pose or of end. Cosmologically, existence 
in time is purposeless. 

There remains the ethical problem. 
Purpose is quite real here. We are 
not what we wish to be. This gives 
meaning to our whole moral struggle 
and spiritual effort. It makes our be
ing in time purposeful. The metaphys
ical background of such a view would 
be, that whatever may be said of time 
in general or as a form of cosmological 
processes, time cannot be endless for me. 
There wil! come a time when the strug
_::,;le will have ended and I shall have 
reached my goal. There will then be no 
more temporal life for me. I shall have 
attained to timeless and eternal exist
ence. 

This view, plausible though it seems, 
is not tenable for two reasons. First, 
it implies the essential finitude of the 
individual. Only a finite individual can 
grow or progress to a higher level of be
ing. But if the individual is essentially 
finite, can he ever become infinite? 
However far he may go, there will still 
be room for him to go further. What 
is essentially finite will remain finite 
notwithstanding all efforts. The end, 
which must be of the nature of the 
infinite, will never come. Secondly, 
granting that the end may be reached 
in time, what guarantee is there that 
the struggle would be for ever abolished, 
and that there would be no moral re
lapse thereafter ? What is gained may 
be lost. If you can only rise to a cer
tain level through effort, you may lose 
that position through the relaxation of 
effort. In other words, what you can 
become, you may also cease to become. 

Advait Vedanta accordingly sub
stitutes knowledge for action as a means 
of realising the Absolute. It teaches 
that you have not to become, but that 

1you already are, the Absolute or Brah
man. The ;:,;oal is not distant. It is 
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already realised in you. You are the 
Absolute. Only you do not know it. 
\Vhat is wrong with you is ignorance 
of your tme nature, not any moral stain 
or any es~ential limitation. You ak 

timelessly perfect. Your effort in lime 
drn:-s not make you perfect. It can only 
reveal your timeless perfeclion. 

This explains the Vedantic theory of 
time. Time has no beginning; for 
wherever \H' st:ut, there is a moment 
earlier. But time hc,s an end \1·lirn we 
rcaiisc our eternally divine nature. 
Effort then ceases. \Ve w;:ike up as from 
a dream. Our whole temporal existence, 
together with all our strivings, appears 
part of this unreal dream. 

It may be thought that Wl' have over
looked a serious objection to this view. 
We may be divine or eternally perfect. 
But our realise/ion of this divine nature 
is not an eternally accomplished fact, for 

that has yet to be achieved. How can 
thm al! tempmal processes be without 
purpo•c? This question arises from a 
confusion of ,:tandpoints. There is only 
o:1e trne standpoint, that of the realised 
Self or, better, that of the Absolute. From 
this stan·lJY>int, all effort and all process
e; in time me part of a dream. The other 
standpoint \Yl1ich we confuse with this 
is that of tlir.: linite individuzil who has 
not reali::ed hi,; divine naturt'. Time is 
quite real for him, as is everything eJ,1e 
that constitutes his temporal being. But 
then it is quite unreal for him tlnt he 
i~ l'tt';-.ul\y r::Tlcct and divine i,1 nature. 
fhere is no ;1ia inedia bet\HX:n these 

two standpoints. We ha\'l' an ultimate 
choice he-re. For if the Absolute alone 
is, nothing d~e can po%ibly be. How 
c~n time bi! real? The only truth be
llincl ti•,1;:- is the Timeless Durzition. 

G. R. 11ALK.~NI 

THE ~IE:'-J,\CE OF FASCIS~i 
The Left Review recently invited En

glish writers to take sides publicly on 
the Spanish War. Seventeen replies wrre 
neutral or unclassified ; five voted for 
Franco; over a hundred were definitely 
for the Republican Government. V.'ith 
many, however, it was kss a matter uf 
favouring the Government than cf oppo~• 
ing Fascism. The demonstration in Ger
many and in Italy has left little doubt 
in most minds that Fascism and Nazism 
spell the suffocation of freedom of 
thought, without which there can be 00 
literature, no art and no culture worthy 
of the name. 

Fascism is tellingly arraigned in the 
replies. Among the distinguished writers 
opposing it are John Middleton Murry, 
Storm Jameson, Havelock Ellis, Laurence 

Housman, ll. M. Tomlinson, Henry W. 
Nevinson an:i Tom Mann. Gcrnld Bullett 
calls Fascism "gangsterism on a national 
scale", involving "the rnslan'ment of 
peoples, the destruction of culture, and 
the persecution of all real religion". 

Viclcr Go!lancz regards Fascism .is 

"culturally and intellectually a species of 
dementia pra-cox-a refusal to carry any 
longer the burden of being human", 
while C. E. M. Joad declares, "The 
success of Fascism is the collapse of civil
ization and the relapse into barbarism ". 
J. D. Berclford says. " I oppose with 
all the forces of which I am capable any 
spread of Fascism", 3.nd Hamilton Fyfe 
concludrs his indictment of Fnscism, " 11 
must not win ! " 
London. 

• 
M. K. 
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ENDS AND SAYINGS 
The ancients divided their days 

into four, five or eight parb. Astrol
ogy was an applied !science once and 
the divisions were made, not casually 
as now, but scientifically and 
accurately. Profound and detailed 
knowledge of the Law of Cycles was 
used according to lhe principles of 
correspondence and analogy ; the life 
of a single day \YaS thus brought into 
harmony with the flowing life of the 
great day. 

One of the practical asp::cts of the 
wisdom of the divisions of the day 
was this : the spirit of the morning 
was kept active throughout the da}'. 
At dawn life begins ; people's minds 
arc fresh and their pure childlike 
faith is intuitive and enables those 
minds to perceive the goal to work 
for. To-day',; habit of planning in 
the morning for the day is but thtc 
dim shadow of that mystic truth 
practised in ages gone by. But the 
spirit of the morning with its fresh
,ness, with its zeal for new beginnings, 
with its resolves to do the right, soon 
fade'.-i a·,n1y. To-day what prevaib 
mo3t is the false notion of night--
that the night cometh when no man 
can work. This is the night of the 
unenlightened of which the Gita 
speak~. To the gaze of every great 
Controller of Li"nivers<1l Light the 
nights of men are as days ; lhe days 
of mortals arc dark with the 
ignorance of worldly knowledge 
wh;ch They call nights .• 

The Spirit of the morning is 
the spirit of 1ight which con
tinuously reveals the beginning-; 
of things ; • looked at by the 
light of the morning events never 

end, they ever and alway:, begin. 
Practising the magic-wisdom of the 
divisions of the day people ever look
ed to the starting of the next cycle, 
to the beginning of the next division. 
To-day nations of men are talking 
abimt the end of civilization; of the 
de;J.th of the West and therefore of 
the ,,.-orld. .'.\ot knO\ying what is to 
happen, people are living fast, burn
ing the rnndle at both ends-they eat, 
<lrink and lu5t, for the night cometh 
when no one can eat, drink or lust. 
This is the Spirit of Kali Yuga when 
in the ,,,m-cts of Gita, men 

fast-bound by lhe hundred chords uf 
tiesire, prone to Just and anger, seek by 
injustice and the accumulation of wealth 
for the gratification of their own lusts 
,md appetites. 

Cornmunitie:o and nations, made up 
of men, show forth the same spirit. 

What does the Esoteric Philosophy 
teach? The close of every cycle is the 
beginning of a new one. It behoves 
man, the individual and humanity, 
in the ma,:;s, to fix attention not on 
the closing a:;pect of the receding 
cycle but on the opening of the New 
Cycle. Europe's night is on-war 
may come and the terreur will follow 
it, but then ? 

lVlighty preparations for the night 
of dark horror are being made by 
financiers and armament-makers and 
their servants, the diplomats. Armies, 
navies and air forces are sucking in 
millions of men to their doom. But 
there are indiYiduals who r.ow see 
that the very foundations of the pres
ent structure are weak and who 
therefore reftbc to buttress the col
lapsing edifice with temporary props. 
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In every nation there are individuals, 
and their number is growing, who 
will repeat with appropriate modifi
cation::. these words of Vernon Bart
lett in the December issue of his 
World Review : 

In that struggle which goes on inside 
the conscience of each one of us 
the doubt is growing whether any 
war in which the government is 
likely to inrnlvc us would be worth fight
ing. Those of .us who would take life 
to preserve the principles upon which 
civilisation is based will not do so to 
retain Britain's stranglehold over raw 
materials or the petty right to mark 
"British territory" across some area on 
the map of the world. For those things 
are, in themselves, not worth the life of 
a single British soldier. 

What is bringing about the change 
in the war-mentality of the Nation
als ? Not ignorance, and honest 
confession ol ignorance, of the politi
cal leaders ,Yho do not know where 
to turn, but their duplicity and dis
honesty. People are finding out 
their political bosses, dictators and 
leaders. In the same number Vernon 
Bartlett writes with a refreshing 
frankness: 

The trouble is that we are all so 
damned dishonest. The Brussels Con
ference is a case in point. One of the 
principal delegates whom I met on the 
opening day greeted me with an appeal 
to produce a policy from my pocket. 
There was no programme for that con
ference except to keep the United States 
in a good humour. The fact that for 
months Japanese aeroplanes bought in 
Great Britain or America, flying on pet
rol bought in the Dutch East Indies, 
had been dropping bombs on Chinese 
women and children hardly entered into 
the discussions. In an extremely ugly 
hall two long rows of delegates argued 
for hours on end how best they could kid 
public opinion, through the intermediary 

of the jm!malists who were shut outside 
in the cold, into believing that serious 
progress was being made towards ending 
the war. 

The darkest hour is before the 
Dawn. Who is preparing for the 
;\ew Day? '\Vho is getting ready 
\'/ilh plans to build a .:\"ew Civili
zation ? Who is thinking of guiding 
this army of individuals who are see
ing through their present leaders ? 
'\Vho is labouring to create the League 
oI Hwnanity in the place of the 
League of Nations ? There are 
dreamers, "blind fools who see,. and 
who are not altogether idle. The 
Light of Day comes from the East, 
and those dreamers are catching the 
first glimpse of it in the Eastern sky. 
In this issue of THE ARYAN PATH 

there are signs and tokens of this 
which are "'imilar to others we have 
recorded in the past. 

In India the spirit of the morning 
is at work. The followers of the 
" impractical idealist" are actually in 
the :,eats of power and are endeavour
ing to legislate and to administer ac-. 
cording to the "mystical talk of non
violence ", and to prepare their 
speeches not in the language of 
diplomacy but in that of truth, Not 
what the Indian politicians are doing 
but the spirit of Gandhiji which is 
actuating them, however feebly, is 
important for '\\T estern observers. 
And while they arc being observed 
the Indian leaders should learn to 
feel more and more their tremendous 
re.">ponsibility not only to India but 
to the worid. They are among the 
Heralds of the DAwn not only for 
their own people but for the Brother~ 
hood of man. • 
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